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ABSTRACT
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Title: A Study on Understanding the Creation of Component Maintenance Manual
Using Model-based Definition
Major Professor: Nathan Hartman

The use of Model-based definition (MBD) over 2D drawings is slowly becoming a
reality in most organizations. The MBD models are intended to replace drawings in all
downstream processes including technical publication. Technical authors have for long
relied on engineering drawings as one of the inputs to create maintenance manuals.
There exists no frameworks or models that can help define the contents of an MBD
dataset for creation of maintenance manuals. The intent of this study was to develop one
such model specific to creation of Component Maintenance Manuals (CMMs). A survey
and an optional follow-up interview was used to understand the information consumed
by the technical authors to create CMMs. Upon completion of data collection and data
analysis phase, a preliminary model of an MBD dataset was derived. The research was
unable to identify a complete MBD dataset, but primary elements or the base elements
of that dataset were identified through the preliminary model.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The Advancement in CAD technologies is slowly paving way for what is called
Model-based Definition (MBD). The MBD model intends to capture information that
typically used to exist in 2D drawings. Through implementing MBD, an organization can
contain product definition in a single source. Thereon, they can leverage this information
to manage design, distribution, manufacturing, technical documentation, repair and
overhaul, and other processes that occur in the lifecycle of a product (Alemanni,
Destefanis, & Vezzetti, 2010). Some of the large aerospace Original Equipment
Manufacturers (OEM) are driving MBD technology into their product lifecycle
(Quintana, Rivest, Pellerin, Venne, & Kheddouci, 2010). Technical Publication is one of
the processes in the aviation domain that extends support for maintenance technicians to
help them maintain airworthiness of an aircraft. The maintenance manuals created by the
technical authors are the source of information for all maintenance tasks that are
performed by the technicians. Technical authors are largely reliant on the product
definition information contained in 2D drawings to create or revise these maintenance
manuals. This study will focus on the information elements that needs to be in an MBD
model to assist the technical author in creation of Component Maintenance Manual
(CMM).
1.1.

Statement of Purpose

A significant number of downstream processes need to be considered when an
industry tries to move from a drawing-based to model-based enterprise (Quintana et al.,
2010). The information captured in the MBD model will be crucial as it will be consumed
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by the downstream users including the technical publication department. The exact
information elements required in an MBD model to assist a technical author in creating
CMMs is unknown. Studies that are conducted on MBD focus more on downstream
processes like manufacturing, inspection and quality (Fischer, Rosche, & Trainer, 2016;
Hedberg, Lubell, Fischer, Maggiano, & Barnard Feeney, 2016; Huang, Zhang, Bai, &
Xu, 2014; Trainer, Hedberg, Barnard Feeney, Fischer, & Rosche, 2016; Zhu et al., 2016).
As aerospace domain embraces MBD technology it becomes necessary to evaluate not
only manufacturing, inspection and quality, but all downstream processes.
Technical publication is one of the critical downstream processes in the aviation
domain that focuses on creation of maintenance manuals. It is critical because the aircraft
technicians are obliged to follow the manual for all the maintenance tasks that they
perform. The maintenance manual development process in industries is still largely
unknown and industries in general do not follow a specific procedure (Chaparro & Groff,
2001). Also, there is not much literature available in academia that focuses on the
creation of maintenance manuals.
The inputs to the maintenance manuals can come from both the engineering and
maintenance department (Chaparro & Groff, 2001). Engineering drawings are one of the
documents that are used by the technical authors to create the manuals. As MBD tends to
replace engineering drawings it becomes necessary to analyse the creation of
maintenance manuals. The purpose of this thesis is to develop a model of an MBD
dataset that contains the elements required to create CMMs in a drawing-less
environment.
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1.2.

Research Question

What information elements needs to be contained in an MBD model to assist a
technical author in creation of a Component Maintenance Manual?
1.3.

Scope

Technical publication department in an organization in general, is largely isolated
and do not directly contribute to the development of a new product. During the creation
of manuals, technical authors spend considerable effort in understanding the technical
drawings and the writing process (Chaparro & Groff, 2001, p. 1). Once an organization
implements MBD, technical authors would be consuming information not from a 2D
drawing but from an MBD model. Technical author in this context is a person who has a
combination of engineering, communication, and investigational skills and creates
maintenance manuals in a manner such that the information is easily interpreted by the
end user (Steele & Holloway, 1989). Aircraft Maintenance Manual (AMM) and
Component Maintenance Manual (CMM) are the two types of maintenance manuals used
in the aerospace industry (“Title 14 of the Code of Federal Regulations,” n.d.). The focus
of this study would be on the creation of Component Maintenance Manuals. The CMMs
contain “sufficient detail for the return of the component to a serviceable condition and
are intended for work on the applicable components in a workshop environment” (ATA
iSpec 2200, 2016, p.20).
The intent of the project is to present a model that identifies the contents of an
MBD dataset specific to CMM creation process. In the pursuit of this goal, the study
captures the information that is sought by the technical authors from the 2D drawings to
create CMMs. A survey would be used in this research to obtain feedback from technical
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authors who have prior experience in creation of component maintenance manuals. The
research participants would be provided with an option to be part of further discussion,
where interviews would be held to gather more insights.
1.4.

Significance

Becoming model-based enterprise has become a strategy for the organizations
where they transition from 2D drawings to 3D models, in turn creating a drawing-less
environment (Ruemler, Zimmerman, Hartman, Hedberg, & Barnard Feeny, 2016).
Aerospace organizations are known for their vast and complex product portfolios.
Quintana et al. (2010) state, “the value of digital model is directly proportional to the
complexity of the product being marketed or maintained” (p.499). This might be one of
the reasons that aerospace organizations are the front runners in implementing MBD
technology. The impact of the shift from 2D drawings to MBD models needs to be
analysed on the participants who are spread across the value chain of the product.
Subrahmanian, Rachuri, Fenves, and Foufou, (2005) state that, “for every 3D CAD user
in design, engineering, or manufacturing, there are thirty potential users of data in
marketing, product documentation, sales, support, customer service, and beyond” (p.18).
The impact of MBD implementation on the downstream processes can be reduced, if the
information required for these processes are considered beforehand. Not many
organizations have transitioned to MBD as such there is a necessity to develop robust
MBD definitions and utilize the MBD technology to its full potential (Ruemler, 2016).
Aviation maintenance is a critical process that ensures safe and continuous
operation of the aircraft. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) through its
publication Title 14 of the code of federal regulation Part 43 Section 43.13 (a) states,
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Each person performing maintenance, alteration, or preventive maintenance on an
aircraft, engine, propeller, or appliance shall use the methods, techniques, and
practices prescribed in the current manufacturer’s maintenance manual or
Instructions for continued Airworthiness prepared by the manufacturer, or other
methods techniques or practices acceptable to the Administrator… (p.18).
The maintenance manuals contain the instructions to perform service, repair and overhaul
over a product. Further, Drury and Johnson (2013) say,
All maintenance in aviation is controlled by written procedures. These can come
from both the manufacturer’s Instructions for Continued Airworthiness (ICAs)
which include Maintenance Manuals, the Illustrated Parts Catalog, and the Fault
Isolation Manual. There are a variety of Service Bulletins and other documents
supplied by the manufacturer. Regulations and Advisory Information supplement
the manufacturer’s ICAs which themselves must be approved by the regulator.
Most airlines modify the ICAs into “Work Cards/Task Cards.” to be used directly
by mechanics to provide step-by-step instructions for direct use on the aircraft
(p.997).
The information contained in the maintenance manuals should be complete,
unambiguous, accurate and current. The FAA study performed on general aviation
maintenance found that 7.1% of the accidents that occurred between 1988 to 1997 cited
maintenance error as a primary factor (Goldman, Fiedler, & King, 2002). A more recent
study highlights that 15% of the general aviation accidents in the year 2010 were related
to some form of maintenance errors (Boyd & Stolzer, 2015). Also, in a study on aviation
accidents and incidents that occurred in the United States between 1998 to 2008, it was
found that maintenance was on an average found to be a contributing factor for 4.1% of
all accidents (Marais & Robichaud, 2012). Further Marais and Robichaud (2012) say,
“…maintenance-related accidents are approximately 6.5 times more likely to be fatal than
accidents in general, and that when fatalities do occur, maintenance accidents result in
approximately 3.6 times more fatalities on average” (p.104). The above studies have only
considered aviation accidents and these numbers could be higher, if maintenance related
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incidents are considered. The FAA report on Technical Documentation challenges in
Aviation Maintenance (Avers, Johnson, Banks, & Wenzel, 2012) highlights, “In National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) studies of Aviation Safety Reporting
System (ASRS) reports, 45 to 60% of incidents were procedure related or involved
technical documentation (Kanki, Walter, & Rosekind, 1997)”, (p.5). There are various
factors that could lead to maintenance errors; missing or incorrect information in
technical documentation is one among them (Chaparro & Groff, 2001).
Given the benefits of MBD; organizations will sooner or later move to a drawingless environment. Technical authors, who for now have been consuming information
from engineering drawings, will need to rely on MBD models to create CMMs. The
current MBD definitions are not complete and hence lack the capability to replace
drawings in all the existing downstream processes. With lack of research on creation of
maintenance manuals and unavailability of robust MBD definition, this research tries to
gather information that needs to be in an MBD dataset to better assist the technical author
in creation of CMMs.
1.5.

Definitions

Component Maintenance Manual: A component maintenance manual is provided by the
OEM and it contains procedures that “are intended for work on the applicable
components in a workshop environment. The manual shall contain sufficient detail
for the return of the component to a serviceable condition ” (ATA iSpec 2200,
2016, p.20).
Model-based Definition: It is defined as “a way of managing engineering and business
processes using 3D models as complete sources of information for design,
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production, distribution, technical documentation, services, and the overall product
life cycle” (Malm, 2012, p.1).
Product Definition: The term product definition is defined as, “the set of product
attributes, features or characteristics that coexists in a specific state of balance in
order to meet physical and functional requirements as well as multidisciplinary
constraints” (Quintana, Rivest, Pellerin, & Kheddouci, 2012, p.79).
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM): Product Lifecycle management is “the business
activity of managing, in the most effective way, a company’s products all the way
across their lifecycles; from the very ﬁrst idea for a product all the way through
until it is retired and disposed of” (Stark, 2015, p.1).
1.6.

Assumptions

The following are the assumptions of this study:
•

The creation of maintenance manuals, specifically component maintenance
manuals remains unexplored.

•

The component maintenance manuals are created based on the specifications laid
out in the ATA iSpec 2200 standards.

•

In an MBD environment the technical authors will rely on the information
contained in the MBD model to create CMMs.

•

The participants have nil to minimal exposure on MBD, and currently use 2D
drawings in some form to consume information to create the manuals.

•

The participants will provide specific and honest answers to the best of their
knowledge.
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•

The participants will attend, be interested and involved in the interview that is
conducted post completion of the survey.

•

At the end of data collection phase there will be an exhaustive list of items that
facilitates creating a model of MBD dataset specific to creation of component
maintenance manuals.

•

The model so developed will assist the MBD author and the MBD
implementation plan of an organization to consider the CMM creation process
beforehand.

•

The MBD dataset defined by this study can replace drawings in an existing CMM
creation process.
1.7.

Limitations

The following list of limitations are involved to this study:
•

The level of detail for the tasks contained in a CMM is determined by the
technical author/OEM.

•

The study is limited to the availability of the participants, their willingness,
support and cooperation towards the completion of the survey and interview.

•

It needs to be considered that the participants who are working professionals are
bound by time and the researcher tries to best utilize the survey and interview
duration to capture their views and insights.

•

The study will be limited to the support and cooperation provided by the
organization which employs the research participants.

•

The researcher is restricted from accessing Export Administration Regulation
(EAR) or International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) documents.
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•

The research will be limited to interviews and survey to collect data.
1.8.

Delimitations

The delimitations in the study are listed below:
•

The study does not consider the CMM revision process.

•

The study will not consider all the inputs required for the creation of CMM, rather
focuses only on the information consumed from 2D drawings.

•

The study is not focused on other type of manuals created by the technical
publication department.

•

The study does not focus on the entirety of the manual creation process, but
focuses only on authoring and illustration of the manuals.

•

The research does not provide an MBD implementation guideline.

•

The study does not focus on the effectiveness of CMM created from MBD models
against those created from 2D drawings.

•

The research is not calibrating the impact of Implementing Model-based
Definition.

•

The study does not focus on any authoring tool or system that is used by the
technical authors to create CMMs.
1.9.

Abbreviations

A list of abbreviations used in this document is presented below:
2D: two-dimensional
3D: three-dimensional
AMM: Aircraft maintenance manual
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AMT: Aircraft maintenance technician
ASME: American Society of Mechanical Engineers
ASRS: Aviation Safety Reporting System
ATA: Air transport association
BOM: Bill of materials
CAD: Computer-aided design
CMM: Component maintenance manual
DPD: Digital product definition
DPL: Detailed parts list
DXF: Drawing exchange format
EAR: Export Administration Regulation
ECO: Engineering change order
FAA: Federal aviation administration
FAR: Federal aviation regulation
GD&T: Geometric dimensioning and tolerancing
IGES: Initial graphic exchange specification
IP: Intellectual property
IPL: Illustrated parts list
ISO: International Organization for Standardization
ITAR: International Traffic in Arms Regulations
JT: Jupiter tessellation
LCES: Low cost engineering services
LRU: Line replacement unit
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MBD: Model-based definition
MBE: Model-based enterprise
MIL-STD: Military standards
MNC: Multi-national company
NASA: National Aeronautics and Space Administration
OEM: Original equipment manufacturer
PDF: Portable document format
PDM: Product data management
PLM: Product lifecycle management
PMI: Product manufacturing information
STE: Simplified Technical English
STEP: Standard for exchange of product model data
XML: Extensible markup language

1.10. Summary
As aerospace industries adopt MBD, there lies a need to analyze the requirements
of technical authors who would rely solely on MBD model to create maintenance
manuals. This chapter has introduced purpose of the research and the research question.
The research pursues on capturing the information elements that needs to be contained in
an MBD dataset to assist a technical author in creation of CMMs. The chapter also
provided the scope and significance of the research. The last few sections of this chapter
listed the assumptions, limitations and delimitations of this research. A review of relevant
literature is presented in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.1. Introduction
Model-based Definition and Component Maintenance Manuals are the two focus
areas in this research. These focus areas have previously not been knit together to form a
research question. The literature review in this study tries to touch upon the background
of each of the focus areas. While achieving this, the literature review also tries to
highlight the need to perform this research. The review will introduce MBD and reveal its
growth and challenges. This chapter will also provide an overview on technical
publication and CMMs. The literature review will additionally look at relevant standards
and publications from regulatory board that are related to this research.
As mentioned above, the focus areas in this research are not widely integrated.
Hence, an effort is made through this research to create a knowledge base around these
areas that could support any future work. The literature review aspires to be a major
section of the study as the research question is built around the gaps that are highlighted
through each of the sub-sections below.
2.2. Introduction to Model-based Definition
The progression of two dimensional (2D) drawings over the decades is an
evidence of its ability to communicate the complexity of a product with ease and
efficiency (Bourguignon, Cani, & D1rettakis, 2001). The 2D drawings in the field of
mechanical engineering have been used widely by engineers to communicate information
pertaining to a part or a product. The intent of the 2D drawings is to eliminate any
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underlying assumptions and disagreement within various department in an industry; they
have also been a sole mean to communicate the product definition (Quintana et al., 2010).
However, it needs to be acknowledged that there are challenges associated with 2D
drawings. One such challenge is the interpretation of the engineering drawing; it is
largely dependent on the end users’ spatial visualization skills. The contents of the 2D
drawings are a part or assembly’s orthographic projections and its annotations (Dori &
Tombre, 1995). The annotations within an engineering drawing encompass the
dimensions, fits and clearance, tolerances, notes, material information and manufacturing
information (Dori & Tombre, 1995). Apart from these, the engineering drawings also
contains title block, revision block and notes.
With the advent of computer aided drawing technologies in the early 1980’s, three
dimensional (3D) models slowly started to penetrate into the mechanical and aerospace
industries. The designers in the organizations started modelling in 3D, as it provided
them more flexibility and control over the product (Hudspeth, 2006). The CAD
applications drove the process of generating electronic 2D drawings over paper based 2D
drawings. Dori and Tombre (1995) say,
Drawings in both paper and electronic (i.e. raster images of paper drawings)
media are contrasted with CAD representations, in that the latter attach semantic
meaning to graphic entities, enabling them to be manipulated, to be redesigned,
and to serve as a basis for computer aided manufacturing (CAM). Non-CADbased drawings have no such inherent semantics; to be converted into CAD, they
must be correctly understood and interpreted, either by a human or by a machine.
In addition, complete CAD systems know about and are able to handle 3D objects
and not only 2D views; true CAD conversion from paper should therefore also
include the reconstruction of 3D models from 2D views. (27, p. 243)
As the usage of 3D models increased within industries, CAD companies continued to
enhance the capabilities of the 3D model. The advances of technology helped the CAD
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industry to generate packages that would not only create models but also perform
analysis, digital mock-up and help in process planning of the part/product. Today,
organizations can have the product modelled, developed and tested virtually, before
creating a prototype (Alemanni et al., 2010). These capabilities have helped organizations
to not only save testing and prototyping cost, but also reduced the product’s time to
market. But not all organizations embraced the technology citing various reasons. Today,
most of the organizations rely on both drawings and models for the product definition.
Quintana et al. (2010) state, “Solid models are now responsible for defining a product’s
geometry, which has become a secondary (and redundant) function of engineering
drawings. However, engineering drawings not only convey geometric information. Many
properties other than geometry are modelled or specified in an engineering drawing”
(p.497). Today, the capabilities of CAD packages have extended to that phase where
they can contain all product definition in the 3D CAD model (Lubell et al., 2013).

Figure 2.1: Transition of Product Definition Delivery Methods, Reproduced from Lubell
et al. (2013)
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Model-based Definition is a strategy adopted by organizations to contain the
entire product definition in the 3D model. Malm (2012) defines MBD as, “a way of
managing engineering and business processes using 3D models as complete sources of
information for design, production, distribution, technical documentation, services, and
the overall product life cycle” (p.1). The MBD along with its associated data elements
can be used to define the complete product definition of a part or an assembly to replace
traditional drawings (Camba, Contero, Johnson, & Company, 2014). This strategy
eliminates the necessity to generate multiple source files, instead makes use of a single
file to deliver the detailed product information to the downstream users. By implementing
MBD, an organization can eliminate the conflicting and redundant information that
would be spread between 3D models and 2D drawings. Further, Alemanni, et al. (2010)
state, “The 3D CAD model becomes the one and only reference document for the main
engineering and manufacturing phases. Data remains consistent because it is stored in a
single form/repository” (p.3).
2.3. Growth and Challenges of Model-based Definition
Original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) are currently in a transition phase,
wherein they are moving from 2D drawings to 3D models (Zhu et al., 2016). Boeing was
one of the organizations that embraced MBD during its early days. Today OEMs can be
broadly classified into four categories based on their reliance on 2D drawings and 3D
models; they are, OEMs that continue to rely on 2D drawings, OEMs that primarily
depend on 2D drawings but also use supplemental 3D models, OEMs that primarily use
3D models with supplemental 2D drawings and OEMs that solely use 3D models
throughout the entire value chain (Ruemler et al., 2016). In a study performed by
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Ruemler et al. (2016), one of the survey question was posed to understand the distribution
of participants based on their dependency over 2D drawing and 3D model. The question
had 27 responses among which 74% of them answered that they were dependent on one
or more 2D drawing to deliver the product information. The results support that some
organizations still rely on one or the other form of 2D drawings. Organization that have
both source and supplemental format would be spending considerable amount of
resources to maintain and control both throughout the product lifecycle.
The MBD implementation plan across organizations are not similar.
Organizations tend to implement MBD in a manner that best suits their organizational
needs and capacities. An organization needs to consider various factors when they make
the consideration to implement MBD, i.e. they must address challenges that are both
social and technical in nature. With 3D being the sole source of product definition, a
basic visualization platform needs to be provided to all the personnel in an organization
who consume the model. The current standards in the industry i.e., American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Y14.41 and the MIL-STD-31000A provide guidelines on
how to define the digital product information. However, there are no standards that
govern the structure and the content that goes into an MBD dataset (Ruemler et al.,
2016). The 2D drawings were accessible in multiple mediums i.e., as a paper, polyester
film or in an electronic-based format (Quintana et al., 2010). On the other hand, an MBD
dataset can only exist in a digital format and thereby would pose a challenge in terms of
accessibility to the downstream users. Apart from all these, the organizations need to
restructure and redefine their current process and procedures to solely rely on MBD
datasets (Quintana et al., 2010).
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Implementing MBD has both short term and long term benefits to an
organization. Alemanni et al. (2010) state, “The first benefits granted by the introduction
of MBD are time and cost reduction for engineering processes” (p.13). It requires time
and effort to restructure the existing CAD authoring process to support MBD
environment. Hedberg et al. (2016) state that, “the difference in design time between a
model-based process and drawing-based process is potentially negligible once the design
function achieves an adequate level of proficiency in using the design tools” (p.10). The
study conducted by Quintana, Rivest, and Pellerin (2012) evaluated the use of MBD
model in an Engineering Change Order (ECO) process. The results showed a 11%
reduction in cycle time when compared against drawing-based ECO process. In a
separate study, Fischer et al. (2016) highlights that MBD significantly reduces the cycle
time to create models for co-ordinate measuring machines. Further, in the MBD context
Fischer et al. (2016) state that, “There are anticipated benefits in the part validation,
procurement, and receiving inspection, as well as in the ECO process” (p.28). The study
by Hedberg et al. (2016) focused on design-manufacture-inspect phase of the product
lifecycle. The authors state that, “On average, the study results showed that the modelbased processes provided a 74.8% reduction in cycle-time compared to the drawingbased processes” (p.10). Apart from this, in an MBD environment the product definition
would be contained in a single source, with this an organization can reduce the amount of
data created, increase data re-use and attain increased accuracy in downstream processes
(Adamski, 2010). From the above-mentioned studies, we can infer that an organization
can reap substantial benefit by implementing MBD. Also, it is clear that organizations
will implement MBD and transition into a drawing-less environment at some point.
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2.4. Working with the MBD Model
The MBD approach makes use of a source file that is created by the design
engineers and consumed by the downstream users. The authoring or the creation of the
MBD model is typically performed using proprietary CAD applications (Quintana et al.,
2010). These CAD applications can output the file in three broad and distinct information
formats for collaboration; they are, native, neutral and lightweight format (Hartman,
Rosche, & Fischer, 2012). Hartman et al. (2012) defines native, neutral and lightweight
format as,
Native files are those created and stored in the format of the CAD authoring tool
(e.g., CAD, PDM, spreadsheet, word processing, presentation, logistics, etc.)
Neutral formats are broadly interpretable file formats that can be used between
different applications (e.g., STEP, IGES, DXF, etc.). Lightweight Collaboration
formats are typically 3D formats derived from the native or neutral CAD model,
which do not contain as much data as a native format or some neutral formats
(e.g., JT, 3D PDF, 3Dxml, etc.) (p.425).
Further Ding, Davies, and McMahon (2009) say, “It is not a feasible or economically
viable solution for every user to install a copy of each CAD system to view or manipulate
product models in their native representations” (p.224). Hence, it becomes necessary that
the native CAD formats are converted to non-CAD file format for consumption by
downstream users (Quintana et al., 2010). The non-CAD file format could either be a
neutral format or a lightweight format, Hartman (2009) states, “selecting the appropriate
file format for a specific purpose is critical to the communication and collaboration
process” (p.1). Irrespective of the non-CAD file format adopted, a basic visualization
application is required to view, read and interact with the MBD dataset (Quintana et al.,
2010). The downstream users should have adequate hardware and software licenses to
support and run the viewer application.
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Quintana et al. (2010) in their study that is focused on two Canadian aerospace
organization, present a list of basic requirements of visualization application. These
requirements come from the downstream users of those organizations. The authors create
11 distinct categories based on the functionalities requested. Table 2.1 shows these
categories and their respective desired functionalities.
Table 2.1: Viewer Application Requirements, Adapted from Quintana et al. (2010)
Category
Functionalities/Comments
Able to display the exact solid geometry (boundary
Model display
representation)
Able to display data from the title and revision history
blocks
Able to display general notes and parts lists
Able to display the overall geometry context while the user
is working on a defined zone
Able to display supplementary geometry
Able to add zoning elements to a view
Model manipulation

Model Views

Sectioning

Measurement

Mark up aspects

Able to rotate, pan and zoom the model
Able to explode and re-assemble an assembly
Able to access standard views (isometric, front, top, side
etc.)
Able to set up user defined views
Able to add symbols to views
Able to easily cycle through different views
Able to create sections
Able to delete sections or turn off sectioning
Able to make linear and angular measurements on any
geometry selected
Able to add notes/text to particular view. According to
ASME Y14.41-2003, general notes shall be placed on a
single annotation plane that does not rotate with the model
and do not require associativity. This annotation plane shall
be available for display with the annotated model
Allows changing the color and font of markup notes
Allows recording, displaying and managing the person who
added the mark up note (date and time)
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Category

Dimensions and
Tolerances

Product tree
functionalities

Functionalities/Comments
Allows to mark up the parts list, revision history block, title
block etc.
Allows to display only those views which were annotated
Able to indicate the person who added a comment and even
get a report of those comments
Able to add drawing stamps. The stamp must be visible at all
times when viewing and be included in print view.
Able to show/hide, edit, delete and manage markups
Allows to approve and to release a marked-up model
Able to display GD&T data and notes from captures and
views
Able to show/hide GD&T data and notes upon user selection
Allows to search for a specific type of tolerance for a
specific value within a dimension (filtering tools)
Able to highlight the geometry elements associated with
selected GD&T data

Able to manipulate the product tree structure

Security Aspects

Able to provide access only to a limited group of users
Able to maintain data integrity
Able to secure files with passwords

Model properties

Able to provide mass properties (volume, surface area, etc.)

Long-term application

Able to read files throughout the whole product lifecycle by
having an open-published file format.

Though the list is based on the feedback of the downstream users, yet it needs to be
considered that the study did not have any participants from the Technical Publication
department.
In an MBD environment, a downstream user will rely on interaction to view,
inspect or query the 3D model in the viewer application (Cölln et al., 2012). Further
Cölln et al. (2012) say, “Using the CAD viewer should be accompanied by cognitive
processes similar to those elicited by viewing real-world objects, especially if interaction
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is involved” (p.50). The viewer application should provide adequate affordances to
enable all the downstream consumers to view and extract required information from the
3D model. However, there exists no framework that identifies and defines the
visualization and interaction requirements of the downstream users to extract information
from 3D model.
2.5. Contents of a Model-based Definition Dataset
The current standards in the industry such as the ASME Y14.41 (2012), Appendix
B of MIL-STD-31000A (Lubell et al., 2013) and ISO 16792 (2006) provide information
that is necessary to build Digital Product Definition (DPD). Ruemler et al. (2016) state,
“…standards also help in understanding how to interpret the data within the model.
However, the standards do not document the required amount of information that the
model must contain” (p. 051008-1). Typically, an MBD dataset contains the 3D geometry
along with its 3D annotation, that includes geometric dimension and tolerances (GD&T)
(Quintana et al., 2010). In the study titled ‘Model Based Definition’, Briggs, Brown,
Siebenaler, Faoro and Rowe (2010) elaborate on this by stating that “MBD dataset will
contain solid nominal geometry, the part’s coordinate systems, dimensions, tolerances,
annotations, engineering notes, general notes, and material specifications” (p.3). The
Appendix C of MIL-STD-31000A (Lubell et al., 2013) provides guidelines for a
validation process that needs to be performed on an MBD Dataset. The validation process
presented in the standard is divided into three classes: geometry, annotations, and
attributes:
•

Geometry validation identifies defects in geometric entities such as lines, curves,
and surfaces, and errors in relationships among entities, such as gaps or overlaps.
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•
•

Geometry validation also encompasses model topology including faces, edges and
vertices.
Annotations consist of symbols, dimensions, geometric tolerances, notes, and
other symbols attached to the model. Validation examines the locations,
orientations, values, layers, context, and syntax of annotations.
Model attributes consist of views (model orientation and zoom state), layers,
numerical values, notes, material descriptions, or combinations of the above that
are required to complete the product definition but are not visible when viewing
the model. Attributes must be evaluated for their existence, type (integer, floating
point, text), and values. (p.53)

Based on the above list, we can infer that the MBD dataset should contain geometry,
annotations and attributes. In a drawing-less environment it is required that the MBD
model replaces drawings throughout the entire lifecycle of the product. Hence, the
existing 2D drawing needs to be thoroughly analysed to understand what information
needs to be contained in the MBD dataset (Quintana et al., 2010).
In the study, ‘will model-based definition replace engineering drawings
throughout the product lifecycle? A global perspective from aerospace industry’,
Quintana et al. (2010) proposes three different categories of drawing elements based on
the contents of 2D drawings. The three categories are:
a. Product definition core elements
b. Product definition peripheral elements, and
c. Product definition management elements
The geometric entities and the annotations are part of the core elements, here the
annotations include general notes, symbols and GD&T. Quintana et al. (2010) state, “The
product definition peripheral elements are basically supplementary information about a
product (such as manufacturing notes or assembly procedures) which are generally
intended to apply to the entire part and are not attached to specific geometric elements”
(p.503). On the other hand, the product definition management elements consist of
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revision block, title block, zoning etc. that support downstream processes that includes
change management, certification, technical publication etc. (Quintana et al., 2010).
Further, the authors classified each of the element and its sub-element into four
categories, based on its necessity in the MBD dataset, they are: required, no longer
required, optional and must be adapted. Figure 2.2 shows this classification of drawing
elements and its requirement criteria in the MBD dataset.
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Figure 2.2: Drawing Elements Classification and Requirement Criteria, Reproduced from
Quintana et al. (2010)
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In a separate study by Quintana, Rivest, Pellerin, and Kheddouci, (2012), the authors
develop an MBD dataset and a distribution file for the downstream consumers based on the
drawing elements classification provided by Quintana et al. (2010). The contents of these
files are shown in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Contents of the MBD Dataset, Adapted from Quintana, Rivest, Pellerin, et al.
(2012)
MBD dataset contents
MBD model
Distribution file
Model geometry
Model geometry
Annotations: dimensions, tolerances Annotations: dimensions, tolerances,
and general notes & symbols (linked and general notes & symbols (linked
to a geometry feature)
to a geometry feature)
Part number, revision level,
Part number, revision level, originator
originator & attributes
& attributes
Title block
Revision history block
Dimensioning and tolerancing block
Application block (if required)
Parts lists (for assemblies only)
General notes and symbols (not linked
to geometry feature)
Zoning elements
The authors cite technical issues in the CAD system to not include elements like
title block, revision block etc. in the MBD model. The ASME Y14.41 standard requires
that a data annotation plane be created that contains the product definition management
elements in a way such that it does not rotate with the model. The CAD system
considered in this study was unable to handle this requirement. Hence, the management
elements were only added to the distribution file. The distribution file in this case is a
light weight derivative file format that contains the MBD dataset.
The overall content of the MBD dataset can be reduced to geometry, annotations
and model attributes. The model attributes include views, material specification, notes,
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parts list and other similar elements required to complete the product definition (Lubell et
al., 2013). A thorough assessment needs to be performed to understand the requirements
of the downstream users while developing an MBD dataset (Quintana et al., 2010).
Further Quintana et al. (2010) states:
Assessment activities related to the feasibility of transferring drawing annotations
into MBD models, from a technical standpoint, should be continued. In fact,
depending on a product’s complexity, and in order to better respond to each of the
user’s specific needs, several types of drawings (layouts, detail, assembly,
manufacturing, etc.) are generated at specific phases within the product lifecycle.
Therefore, the feasibility of transferring drawing annotations from all of the
different types of drawings must also be evaluated. (p.506)
The above studies have largely been focused on part-level drawings as such they do not
address the requirement of an assembly-level drawing. In the study, “Re-engineering the
engineering change management using MBD”, (Quintana, Rivest, Pellerin, et al., 2012)
states, “Working with assemblies requires the use of additional functionalities (such as
the automatic generation of parts lists, the creation of exploded views and animations,
etc.) that are currently not provided by the CAD system 3D annotation tools that were
studied” (p.89).
The studies that present the contents of an MBD dataset are done in a particular
context (Quintana, Rivest, Pellerin, et al., 2012; Quintana et al., 2010). These studies
have not considered all the departments or processes in the organization, specifically the
technical publication department and the maintenance manual creation process (Quintana,
Rivest, Pellerin, et al., 2012; Quintana et al., 2010; Ruemler et al., 2016).
2.6. Introduction to Technical Publication
Technical publication in an organization is a department that deals with the
creation and revision of a wide range of manuals. The manuals support the product
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during the “use and support” phase of the product lifecycle (Cao & Folan, 2012). They
are also one of the documents that provides guidelines to ensure continued airworthiness
of the aircraft (Rogers & Hamblin, 2008). The Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) Part
121.379 (a) states:
A certificate holder may perform, or it may make arrangements with other
persons to perform, maintenance, preventive maintenance, and alterations as
provided in its continuous airworthiness maintenance program and its
maintenance manual. (“Federal Aviation Regulation Part 121,” n.d., p.94)
The technical publication team consists of authors and illustrators where authors are the
content developers and the illustrators are those who develop illustrations for the manuals
(Steele & Holloway, 1989). Some organization have personnel who can perform the task
of both author and illustrator. The aim of the technical author is to transform the
engineering information into terminology understood by maintenance technicians. In
doing so, the technical author has to ensure that the data is technically accurate,
consistent, unambiguous and is concise (Patel, Drury, & Lofgren, 1994).
Traditionally the process of technical documentation begins with aircraft design
process and it follows a top down approach (Chaparro & Groff, 2001). The technological
advances in the field of data exchange (particularly in Product Data Management) has
enabled creation of manuals concurrently with the product design phase (Quintana et al.,
2010). The technical publication department is one of the downstream users of the
product data; they consume the product definition to create manuals and other documents
(Quintana et al., 2010). The technical publication department relies on engineering
drawings as a source of input for the manuals (Alemanni et al., 2010). Further, Chaparro
and Groff (2001) state:
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The task of developing and revising maintenance manuals requires the
coordination of multiple information sources across a number of departments
within the management structure of the manufacturer. Engineering, technical
support, customer service, and technical writing must integrate the most recent
information from their respective sources to provide the technical base necessary
to produce a technically sound document. Technical authors have the ultimate
responsibility of verifying that they have the most recent and accurate information
available on which to base technical manuals. (p.9)
The role of the technical publication department in an organization is crucial, as they
constantly communicate the changes of a product to the customers by revising the
manuals. The information that is available to the technical authors and illustrators should
be precise, accurate and consistent (Chaparro & Groff, 2001). Misleading or incorrect
information in maintenance manuals is one of the factors that has contributed to aircraft
mishaps (Rogers & Hamblin, 2008).
The Aerospace Technical Publication department is responsible for the creation
and revision of various manuals. The iSpec 2200 standard provides guidelines for
creation of most of manuals. The manuals are distinguished based on the type, usage and
the content that goes in to it. The maintenance manuals support an aircraft technician
during the product’s scheduled and unscheduled maintenance. They are created to satisfy
the requirement laid out by FAA to support a maintenance program (Chaparro & Groff,
2001). The technical authors follow standards such as ATA 100, ATA iSpec 2200 and
S1000D to create and revise maintenance manuals (Skeete, Mobin, & Salmon, 2015).
2.7. Component Maintenance Manual
The Federal Aviation Administration mandates that both commercial and military
aviation products should be supported through specific maintenance, repair and overhaul
manuals for troubleshooting and maintenance (Skeete et al., 2015). The component
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maintenance manual is one of the maintenance manuals that is required for the continued
airworthiness of the aircraft. The ATA iSpec 2200 (2016) defines a CMM as “A manual
containing repair procedures that will enable a mechanic who is unfamiliar with the item
to restore it to serviceable condition” (p.1899). Further, Chapter 12 of Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (n.d.) states,
The CMM is focused on a specific item or component such as hydraulic pump,
generator, or thrust reverser. It will provide the bench mechanic with detail
troubleshooting information and will usually serve also as an overhaul manual
giving details for disassembly, cleaning, inspection, repair as necessary,
reassembly, and testing in accordance with approved standards and technical data
accepted by the Administrator. (p.12-37).
The CMM contains procedures that are to be performed in a workshop environment in
order to return the components to a serviceable condition (“ATA iSpec 2200,” 2016). A
CMM is typically created for each Line Replacement Unit (LRU) in an aircraft (Rushing,
2015). The OEMs provide the CMMs to the customers and they contain the key technical
information to support maintenance of the LRU (Lee, Ma, Thimm, & Verstraeten, 2008).
The ATA iSpec 2200 (2016) standard provides an outline on the structure of the CMMs.
The various sections of the CMM are:
•

Front Matter Information

•

Description and Operation

•

Testing and Fault Isolation

•

Schematics and Wiring Diagrams

•

Disassembly

•

Cleaning

•

Check

•

Repair
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•

Assembly

•

Fits and Clearance

•

Special Tools, Fixtures and Equipment

•

Illustrated Parts List

•

Special Procedures

•

Removal

•

Installation

•

Servicing

•

Storage (Including Transportation)

•

Rework (Service Bulletin Accomplished)

The ATA iSpec 2200 (2016) standard mentions that:
The front matter of the CMM consists of Title page, Record of Revisions, Record of
Temporary Revisions, Service Bulletin List, List of Effective Pages, Table of Contents
and Introduction. The Illustrated Parts List (IPL) of the CMM contains a list of all parts
that are referred in the manual. The IPL consists of the following subsections:
Introduction; Equipment Designator Index; Numerical Index and Detailed Parts List
(DPL). The DPL consists of the illustrations and parts that are listed in a top-down
disassembly sequence. The illustrations in the DPL complement the parts list and its
sequence. The illustrations consist of views of assembly, subassembly, sub-subassembly
in its exploded state to represent each part that is listed in the DPL. The disassembly and
the assembly section in the CMM contain instructions for disassembling and assembling
the component, they go hand in hand with the IPL section. The instructions are written in
accordance with ASD Simplified Technical English (STE).
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To overcome engineering resource and cost constrains, organizations outsource
Low Cost Engineering Services (LCES) to third party suppliers (Veach, 2012). Some
Multi-National Companies (MNC) have established dedicated centres across the globe
that enable them to offshore these services. The creation and revision of CMMs is one of
the LCES processes that is widely accomplished by offshoring it or outsourcing it to third
party vendors (Veach, 2012). The inputs to create the CMMs consist of engineering
documents that provide the product definition information to the technical authors.
Outsourcing LCES assignments typically involve transfer of data that have high value.
This places a huge challenge on the outsourcer to manage the Intellectual Property (IP)
that is associated with it (Roy & Sivakumar, 2011). The MBD models created by the
design engineers contain the entire product definition and the design intent. To maintain
the IP associated with the products, the models need to contain only sufficient
information to enable the suppliers to perform their task. The PTC Creo’s ‘shrinkwrap’
and CADENAS e-CATALOG solution are some of the tools available in the market to
help the OEMs protect the IP in the model (Beck, 2016) (“Protecting Your Inventor
Model’s Intellectual Property (IP),” 2014). With no research conducted on the process of
creation and revision of CMMs there lies a gap to understand what information needs to
be contained in the MBD dataset to assist the process. This information would help an
organization to take an informed decision on containing IP while outsourcing the CMM
creation and revision process.
2.8. Challenges and Effects of Maintenance Manuals
Technical documentation is one of the crucial tasks that need to be performed by
OEMs. In the phase-2 report of aviation technical manual Chaparro, Groff, Chaparro, and
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Scarlett (2002) state, “Maintenance manuals can contribute to maintenance error if they
contain misleading information, insufficient information, or unclear procedures” (p.1).
The effect of maintenance errors ranges from delayed air flights to aircraft mishaps
(Pettersen, McDonald, & Engen, 2010). The technical authors are presented a daunting
task of converting technical information to user centric information. The technicians who
perform maintenance on the aircraft, rely on the information provided in the maintenance
manuals. The FAA mandates that the maintenance tasks should be performed in line with
the written instructions listed in the manual (Avers et al., 2012). In the study conducted
by Chaparro et al. (2002) the findings reflect that 35%-45% of the respondents who are
technicians found occasional errors in the manuals. These errors have direct implication
to the aircraft safety and impact negatively to the airliners’ revenue (Avers et al., 2012).
Further, Rogers and Hamblin (2008) say:
According to FAA regulation FAR § 43.13, an AMT is required to follow
procedures outlined in the aircraft maintenance manual. However, there are
occasions where situational factors may conspire against strict adherence to the
AMM. There can be considerable pressure on AMTs to minimize aircraft down
time and return it to service (Hobbs & Williamson, 2003). Under these
circumstances, mechanics may be more prone to work around an inadequate
procedure rather than contact a manufacturer’s technical support for clarification
of the maintenance procedure. Unlike maintenance errors that results from the
incorrect execution or interpretation of a maintenance procedure the term
workaround refers to situations where a mechanic is aware of a problem with an
existing maintenance procedure and then relies on their knowledge and experience
or that of their co-workers to identify a means of accomplishing the task. Using
the terminology of error analysis, the workaround is a violation because it
represents a deviation from standard safe operating practices (Reason & Hobbs,
2004) but unlike other types of violations, they are a response to perceived
problems with maintenance documentation. (p. 298)

The FAA continues to put significant effort in reducing issues associated with
technical documentation. In the “Technical Documentation Challenges in Aviation
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Maintenance” workshop conducted by FAA (Avers et al., 2012), the participants (which
included members of aviation industry and regulation board) presented what they
considered as the most important problem in technical documentation. The attendees also
presented relevant and feasible solution to the highlighted problems. A total of 78
problems and 80 solutions were brought up in the workshop. The problems associated
with technical documentation were grouped into 7 categories (Avers et al., 2012). Figure
2.3 shows a pie chart demonstrating the distribution:

Figure 2.3: Distribution of Identified Problems within Categories, Reproduced from
Avers et al. (2012)

The major contributors (almost 48%) to the problems related to the technical
documentation were ‘Documentation Process/Life Cycle’ and ‘Documentation Quality’.
Both these issues point towards the process of creation of maintenance manuals. The 80
solutions provided by the attendees were also categorized into 7 different groups. Figure
2.4 shows the distribution of the solutions presented by the attendees.
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Figure 2.4: Distribution of Identified Solutions within Categories, Reproduced from
Avers et al. (2012)

Thirteen percent of the solutions presented by the attendees were related to
improving the technical manual and 18% of the solutions were related to leveraging
technology. The results from the workshop are significant, they point towards the
necessity to focus on the process of creation of maintenance manuals by leveraging
technology. This study focuses on the MBD technology, specifically on the content of the
MBD dataset, that can be leveraged by the technical authors to create maintenance
manuals.
2.9.

Summary

The drive from various industrial sectors to move from 2D drawings to Modelbased Definition lies in its benefits. As MBD continues to grow and encompass all the
product portfolio in an organization, a need arises in understanding its effect on the
consumers of 2D drawings. Aerospace industries have taken a lead in implementing
MBD in their product lifecycle. The technical publication is one of the downstream
processes that consumes 2D drawings to create the CMMs. Little research has been
conducted on the creation and revision of component maintenance manuals. This section
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introduced that specific focus areas of the research. A brief overview was provided about
each of the focus areas of this research. The next section introduces the methodology
employed in this study.
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY

This chapter introduces the methodology that is adopted in this study. The
subsequent sections introduce the research framework, sampling technique, research
methodology and data collection methods. The data analysis method, threats to validity
and researcher bias are listed in the later part of this chapter.
3.1. Research Framework
There have been studies conducted on the consumption of maintenance manuals
by maintenance technicians, most of which are centered on human factor analysis (Avers
et al., 2015; Chang & Wang, 2010; Hartman & Ropp, 2013; Hobbs & Williamson, 2002).
No study has been conducted to understand the CMM creation process followed in the
aviation sector. The information that is consumed by the technical authors in creating
CMMs is not well known by industry or academia alike. The intent of this study is to
develop a model of an MBD dataset that contains the required elements to create CMMs
in a drawing-less environment. In general, an MBD dataset contains 3D geometry,
annotations and model attributes. However, the exact contents of an MBD dataset that
could replace the engineering drawing in the CMM creation process is unknown. To
develop this model, the research tries to understand what information the technical author
consumes from an engineering drawing to create a component maintenance manual. This
study uses a survey mechanism and an optional follow-up interview to gather this
information from technical authors.
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3.2. Sample
The sample for this study was derived from a population of technical authors who
create and revise Component Maintenance Manuals. These technical authors are industry
professionals that are working for OEMs or suppliers or third-party vendors in the
aviation sector. It was necessary to cover organizations of different size that are spread
across the globe to get an unbiased opinion. The participant’s response to the survey is
important in developing the model. Hence, it is necessary that these industry
professionals have substantial experience in creating CMMs.
The research made use of purposeful sampling technique as it best fit to achieve
the set goals (Coyne, 1997). Guarte and Barrios (2006) defines purposive sampling as
“selecting units without replacement from the particular section of the population
believed to yield samples that will give the best estimate of the population parameter of
interest” (p.278). According to Hasson, Keeney and McKenna (2000) in purposive
sampling, participants are “selected for a purpose, to apply their knowledge to a certain
problem on the basis of criteria, which are developed from the nature of the problem
under investigation” (p.1010). Further Palinkas et al. (2015) say, purposive sampling
“involves identifying and selecting individuals or groups of individuals that are especially
knowledgeable about or experienced with a phenomenon of interest” (p.534).
3.3. Sample Size
The study made use of a survey mechanism to gather opinion of experts. The
sample size must be optimal to come to a consensus from the opinions provided by
experts over the target issue (Hsu & Sandford, 2007). The studies performed using a
similar technique have employed sample size that varies between 15-60 participants
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(Hasson et al., 2000). Sandelowski (1995) says, “A sample size of 10 may be judged
adequate for certain kinds of homogeneous or critical case sampling” (p.179). It needs to
be acknowledged that the sample size proposed by Sandelowski (1995) is generic to
qualitative study with homogeneous sampling. Ruemler (2016) employed similar
technique and used a sample size of ten respondents. However, the author later cites low
number of respondents and participant mortality as a few of the causes for inconclusive
findings in the study. To negate the effect of participant mortality and in a hope to
generate conclusive findings, this study had decided to employ at least seventeen
respondents. At the end of data collection phase, the research had 20 participants.
3.4. Defining Expert for the Study
According to Hsu and Sandford, (2007), “choosing the appropriate subjects is the
most important step in the entire process because it directly relates to the quality of the
results generated” (p.3). Ruemler (2016) state, “Regarding this type of research, there is
no set of rules concerning selection of participants, and the definition for subjects has
remained ambiguous” (p.39). The study is based on collecting opinion from “experts”
who have knowledge on the research topic (Hasson et al., 2000). There exist varying
definitions for an ‘expert’ across literatures, as such there is no consensus on who
contends to be an ‘expert’ (Baker, Lovell, & Harris, 2006). McKenna (1994) defines
experts as a “panel of informed individuals”. Keeney, Hasson, and McKenna (2001) cites
various studies that define an expert as “someone who has knowledge about a specific
subject”. In this study, an expert will refer to an individual that relies on prior knowledge
and experience to make an informed decision in the topic of interest (Baker et al., 2006;
McKenna, 1994; Ruemler, 2016). The experts in this research are industry professionals,
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1. Working for an OEM, supplier or for a service based company
2. Having knowledge about technical authoring or illustration process followed
in the aerospace sector, and
3. Having experience in creation or revision of CMMs.
3.5. Research Methodology
The study made use of a qualitative approach to develop a model of an MBD
dataset specific to creation of CMMs. The research methodology applied was intended to
answer the research question, i.e.,’What information elements needs to be contained in an
MBD model to assist a technical author in creation of a Component Maintenance
Manual?’. Table 3.1 presents the overall design and methodology employed in this
research. Maxwell (2012) explains the benefits of using tables or matrices as a strategy to
design a qualitative research.
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Table 3.1: Research Design and Methodology Matrix
What information elements needs to be contained in an
Research Question MBD model to assist a technical author in creation of a
CMM?
To develop a model of an MBD dataset that contains the
Goals
required elements to create CMMs in a drawing-less
environment.
Survey and an optional follow-up interview
Data Collection
Methods
Sampling
Purposeful sampling technique
Technique
1.Frequency Charts
Analysis Method 2.Memos/Referring to Transcribed Interview conversation
3.Coding into organization categories
Model of an MBD dataset that contains the product
Possible Outcomes definition elements specific to CMM creation process
Validity Threats

1. Analytical Blinder
2. Reflexivity
1.
a) Using the existing dictionary of product definition
elements from relevant literature.
b) Revisiting the survey data and interview data

Methods to negate
Validity Threats

2.
a) No leading questions will be asked.
b) Combination of multiple-choice and open-ended
questions in survey and a follow-up semi-structured
interview.

The reason for developing the above matrix is to highlight the connection that exists
between the research questions and the methods employed in the study. A survey and an
optional follow-up interview was used in this research to help generate a list of elements
that the technical authors deem necessary to create the CMMs. The optional follow-up
interview was used to collect rich data from the participants to generate more insights. A
detailed description of the data collection and data analysis is provided in the next
sections of this chapter.
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3.6. Data Sources and Collection Procedure
One of the challenges in conducting this research was to obtain access to the
experts. The sample for the study was collected by contacting Purdue PLM industry
partners, posting the survey link on Facebook and LinkedIn Groups. A brief description
of the research along with the survey link was used to solicit participants from the social
networking platforms. The research invitation emails were also sent to individuals within
the OEMs, suppliers and service provider sectors, who were involved in creating CMMs
for aerospace products. As this research required subjects that are industry professionals,
the data collection was dependent on the ability of the researcher to make the best use of
their allotted time. A survey and an optional follow-up interview were the two data
collections instruments employed in this study. The participants were provided with an
electronic consent form that they had to read and accept before participating in the survey
or the interview. No technical information that jeopardizes the intellectual property of the
participating organization was collected or recorded.
3.6.1. Survey
To determine the contents of the MBD dataset, a survey was administered that
gathered information from experts. The survey consisted of 14 question that were a
combination of multiple-choice and open-ended questions. The first few question in the
survey focused on capturing the demographics of the participants. The demographic
question like total years of experience, industry sector represented, role within
organization and years of experience in creating CMMs were asked. The respondents
answer to the question “How many years of experience do you have in creating/revising
Component Maintenance Manual?” acted as a qualifying criterion to determine if the
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respondent would proceed through the remainder of the survey. As highlighted in the
prior sections, it was critical to ensure that only “experts” voice their opinion through this
survey. Therefore, any participant with no prior experience on creation of CMMs was
redirected to the end of the survey. The questions that were salient to the research area
were divided into two sections; they are part-level and assembly-level. The options for
these questions was an exhaustive list of items derived from the existing definition of
MBD dataset found in relevant literature (American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
2012; Lubell et al., 2013; Quintana, Rivest, Pellerin, et al., 2012; Quintana et al., 2010).
The participants had to individually select each of the elements that they found were
required to create CMMs. The participants were also provided with a text box to add
other elements that they deemed was necessary but not included in the list. The last few
questions of the survey focused on collecting participant’s opinion to understand what
they perceived as the best format of product definition to create CMMs. The survey
questions developed for this thesis can be found in Appendix A.
The survey was hosted and administered through the Purdue Qualtrics platform.
The Qualtrics link was shared by embedding it in the research invitation emails. Upon
completion of the survey, the participants were asked for their willingness to be a part of
a follow-up interview. The research made use of the follow-up interview to gather more
insights from the participants.
3.6.2. Interview
Based on the willingness of the participants, the researcher scheduled an interview
to help capture additional insights and thoughts from the individual. A total of four
interviews were conducted as a part of this research and were all done over phone. The
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structure of the interview was built in accordance to the guidelines provided by Boyce
and Neale (2006). A semi-structured format was adopted where a set of predetermined
open-ended questions were used to guide the interview conversation. Based on the
participants’ response, follow-up questions or probes were used when the researcher felt
there was a need to elicit more information over the response. The researcher refrained
from asking leading question during the interview. An effort was made to structure the
interview questions in a manner such that it invoked episodic memory and tacit domain
knowledge of the participants. The interview questions framed for this study can be found
in Appendix B.
As the researcher had requested for the waiver of signed consent form, the Purdue
Institution Review Board required that survey data be kept separate from the interview
data. Hence, the participants who showed willingness to be a part of the interview had to
be redirected to a separate webpage for gathering their contact details. The implication of
this was that the researcher was unable to gather more insights on the participants survey
responses. The researcher relied on transcribing the conversation during the interview.
Notes were taken to record the participants’ response to the interview questions. It needs
to be acknowledged that this was the first time the researcher had a brush with
conducting interviews. Apart from the notes, memos were created after completion of
each interview. The Memos enabled recalling the details of the interview during the data
analysis phase. Groenewald in his work ‘Memos and Memoing' (2008) states that,
Memoing is the act of recording reflective notes about what the researcher
(fieldworker, data coder, and/or analyst) is learning from the data. Memos
accumulate as written ideas or records about concepts and their relationships.
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They are notes by the researcher to herself or himself about some hypothesis
regarding a category or property and especially relationships between categories
(p.505).
Any additional information, documents or thoughts that were presented or put forth by
the participants during the interview were considered as a data source for this research.
3.7.

Data Analysis Strategy/Procedure

The data collected through the survey and the interview was rigorously analyzed
to develop a model of an MBD dataset. The data analysis was performed by creating
frequency tables, memos and using categorizing strategies such as coding for responses
received to open-ended questions.
Frequency tables: The survey data was analyzed and tabulated on univariate frequency
tables that includes frequency distribution and relative frequency. The data from Purdue
Qualtrics was extracted to Microsoft Excel for refining and analyzing. The analysis
presented in the next chapter is backed with relevant graphs and charts for visual
interpretation of the data.
Coding: This study also made use of coding to categorize the data collected through the
interview. Maxwell (2012) states that, “In qualitative research, the goal of coding is not
primarily to count things, but to “fracture” (Strauss, 1987, p.27) the data and rearrange
them into categories that facilitate comparison between things in the same category and
aid in the development of theoretical concepts” (p.107). The study specifically made use
of organizational categories to group and categorize the data. Maxwell (2012) defines
organizational category as “… broad areas or issues that you want to investigate, or that
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serve as useful ways of ordering your data” (p.107). The three organizational categories
for this study were derived from Quintana et al. (2010), they are:
Table 3.2: Coding Categories used in Research
Coding Categories
Applicable Elements
Core Elements
The geometric entities and the annotations
are part of the core elements.
Examples include 3D geometry, notes,
tolerances, dimensions etc.
Peripheral Elements
These are the supplementary elements that
define the additional characteristics of the
product.
Examples include Testing methods,
assembly procedures, installation methods
etc.
Management Elements
The elements that provide the overall
information about the product. Some of
the elements include title block, revision
block, etc.

The transcribed notes were first read to understand the participants response to the
interview questions. Next, the notes were re-read and all the phrases that attributed to
some form in consumption of product definition elements were marked and underlined.
Majority of the coding in this study was done on a white board. This allowed the
researcher to constantly refer the notes while doing analysis. The various stages of coding
performed in this study is shown in Appendix G. The marked phrases were next
organized based on the coding categories mentioned in Table 3.2. This enabled the
researcher to do a high-level categorical coding of the interview data. Thereon, each of
the categories were deep-dived to identify the different elements that emerged within
them. Each element that was identified in the categories was further analyzed to
understand its frequency and the context in which it was used to create CMMs.
Understanding the context helped the researcher to stick to the existing dictionary of
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product definition elements that came from literature (American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, 2012; Lubell et al., 2013; Quintana, Rivest, Pellerin, et al., 2012; Quintana et
al., 2010). Any element that stood out from the existing dictionary was retained and listed
as-is in the analysis. This enabled to compile a list of product definition elements in the
core, peripheral and management categories.
Memos: After completion of each interview, memos were created to capture the
researchers’ thoughts. Creating memos helped the researcher to think aloud on the data
that was captured and the conversation that occurred during the interview. The memos
consisted of words, phrases, process flow diagrams and other descriptive data that
summarized the interview. Appendix F of this document shows the memos that were
created in this study.
The data collected in the study were analyzed by the above-mentioned methods to
develop a model of an MBD dataset specific to CMM creation process. The proposed
model will contain the product definition elements that are required to be in an MBD
dataset to assist the technical author in creation of CMMs. The model will be presented in
a matrix form such that it can define the contents of both part-level and assembly-level
MBD dataset.
3.8.

Threats to Validity

The threats to validity for this research are:
•

As organizational categories were used in this research to perform coding
there existed a threat of losing the contextual relationship between the data
and the conclusions, Maxwell (2012) identifies this threat as analytical
blinder.
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•

Reflexivity or reactivity is a threat in a study where the researcher has
influence on the subjects (Maxwell, 2012). This threat was only associated
with conducting interviews and not with the surveys.

•

The participants providing inaccurate or incorrect information to the
questions.

•

Participant mortality, i.e., participants not completing the survey in its full.

•

Subjects lack experience or knowledge on creation of CMMs.

•

Participants unable to share information due to export control regulation or
other similar regulations.

•

Not obtaining enough participants.
3.9. Test of Validity

The two main validity threats to the research conclusions were analytical blinder
and reflexivity. The study used some of the strategies proposed by Maxwell (2012) such
as numbers and open-ended questions to avoid identified validity threats.
The existing dictionary of terms available in the relevant literature was used in
coding and in developing the model. The researchers constantly revisited the obtained
data while building conclusions to ensure that there was no effect of analytical blinder in
this study. Also, frequency tables were used to generate relative frequency for the
responses received through the survey. To negate the effect of reflexivity, the researcher
made use of open-ended questions during the interviews.
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3.10. Researcher Bias
My experience in the aerospace industry specifically in the PLM and Technical
Publication department has helped me realize the potential that exists when both these are
integrated. The component maintenance manuals are generally created using the 2D
drawings and 3D models in the industry. The advances in MBD can be capitalized by the
technical publication department as the product information which previously existed in
multiple files can now be retrieved from a single source.
3.11. Summary
The research makes use of a survey mechanism to gather opinion from technical
authors that have the knowledge and experience on creating CMMs. The research
framework and methodology adopted in this study was introduced in this chapter. The
sampling technique, sample size, data collection and analysis techniques, threats to
validity and researcher bias relevant to this study was explained in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 4. FINDINGS

This chapter presents the data that was gathered during the data collection phase
of the research. The findings consist of the survey data analysis and interview data
analysis. The data was gathered, filtered and analysed to understand and develop insights
in a manner such that it answers the research question. The next sections in this chapter
presents these findings along with appropriate graphs, figures and tables.
4.1. Survey Data
The Purdue Qualtrics application was made use in this research to collect and
analyse the survey data. An anonymous survey link was created in Qualtrics and
distributed on various social networking platforms like LinkedIn and Facebook. Apart
from this, a research invitation email was also sent out to the industry partners of the
Purdue PLM Centre of Excellence. The survey link was kept active for over one month to
enable collect ample responses for the research. At the end of the data collection period,
the research had 34 survey respondents among which 20 respondents had completed the
survey in its full. Ten out of the remaining respondents had partially completed the
survey and the other four expressed “No experience in creation of Component
Maintenance Manual”. The 20 completed response were filtered out from Qualtrics to
perform analysis and is used to present the findings of this research. The partial responses
were neglected as most of these responses were indefinite and had an early exit from the
survey.
The anticipated response time to complete the survey was 900-1200 seconds.
Table 4.1 shows the actual response time taken by the participants to complete the
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survey. It needs to be acknowledged that the recorded time is not the actual time spent on
the page to complete the survey rather it is the difference between the start and finish
time. The least time taken was 286 seconds, the longest time taken to complete the survey
was 5398 seconds and the distribution had an average value of 1417 seconds. The survey
consisted of multiple-choice and open-ended questions. All the 20 participants answered
the multiple-choice questions in the survey and all the open-ended questions were
answered by 15 participants. The five respondents who did not answer all the open-ended
questions are highlighted in blue in Table 4.1. By excluding the five respondents from the
distribution the average time to complete the survey increased to 1693 seconds.
Participant 19 took the longest time with 5398 seconds followed by Participant 6 with
4803 seconds. These participants might have not completed the survey at one stretch,
thereby keeping the survey page open for a long time. The average time taken to
complete the survey drops to 1168 seconds when the two participants are excluded. This
was well within the anticipated time to complete the survey. Overall, the response time
did not seem to impact the results of this study.
Table 4.1: Time Taken to Complete Survey
Participant #
Participant 1
Participant 2
Participant 3
Participant 4
Participant 5
Participant 6
Participant 7
Participant 8
Participant 9
Participant 10
Participant 11
Participant 12

Time Taken in
Seconds
1407
2302
411
286
512
4803
330
944
738
2133
660
734
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Participant #
Participant 13
Participant 14
Participant 15
Participant 16
Participant 17
Participant 18
Participant 19
Participant 20

Time Taken in
Seconds
586
806
2377
744
342
1854
5398
987

4.1.1. Survey Questions Overview
The survey consisted of 14 questions which were split into demographics and core
questions. The demographics section of the survey had 6 questions that were tailored to
know the experience and the industry sector of the respondents. It was imperative to
understand the demographics of the participants as it allowed to gather insights on the
difference, similarities or patterns in response within participants. The next set of
questions formed core questions in the survey. The questions pertaining to product
definition elements required to create CMMs were split into part-level and assemblylevel. The participants response to these core questions helped in building the model and
conclusions of this study. The next section of this document presents the analysis of the
demographic questions which is then followed by analysis of core questions of the
survey.
4.1.2. Participant Demographics
The participants were first asked for the overall years of professional experience
that they possessed. Figure 4.1 shows this breakdown, about 60% of the sample (12
participants) had 7-15 years of experience making the mid-senior level employees the
major chunk of the sample. The mid-level employees, i.e., respondents with 3-7 years of
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experience constituted about 25% (5 participants) of the sample. The remaining 15% (3
participants) of the sample had 15+ years of experience and there was no representation
from employees with 1-3 years of experience. The study had good participation from mid
and senior level employees of the Industry.

Figure 4.1: Overall Experience of Participants

The next question in the survey was intended to know industry sector that the
participants represented. As aviation domain was already the focus of this study the
options were tailored to understand what sectors within the aviation domain did these
respondents represent. Figure 4.2 shows this distribution. There was representation from
OEM, Tier 1, Tier 2 and service based companies, but there was no representation from
the lower tier (below tier 2) organizations.
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Figure 4.2: Industry Sector Represented by the Respondents
The OEM and Service Based companies together constituted about 80% of the sample.
The remaining 20% of the sample was represented by the Tier 1 and Tier 2 sector. The
large representation from the OEM and the Service based sectors would be used in
further sections to compare and contrast their opinions to the core questions of the
survey.
The third question in the survey was enquiring the respondents’ role in their
respective organization. This question was presented with options such as technical
author, technical illustrator, engineer, technician, mechanic and others. The question was
asked to figure out whether organization leveraged people from different departments to
create the technical manuals. From Figure 4.3 we can see that about 70% of the
respondents (14 participants) said that they had the role of a technical author in their
organization. Ten percent of the respondents (2 participants) said that they had the role of
an engineer and the remaining 20% (4 participants) opted for Others. The four responses
that fell under “Others” are listed below:
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1. Technical publication controller
2. Technical author cum illustrator
3. Technical chief, authoring and illustrators
4. Senior Manager, Technical Publications
Clearly, all four were a part of the technical publication team. Three out of four
respondents seemed to be having managerial role within their department. As such, it is
not clear whether they were directly involved in authoring and illustrating the CMMs.

Figure 4.3: Role of Participant within their Organization
The next question in the survey acted as a qualifying question to determine if the
participants had prior experience in creation of CMMs. As mentioned in the methodology
chapter, participants who expressed no experience in creation of CMM were redirected
towards the end of the survey. The research required opinions from experts who have
experience in creation of CMMs. Figure 4.4 shows the breakdown of participants
experience in creating CMMs. In contrast to overall experience, about 50% of the sample
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(10 participants) claimed to have 3-7 years of experience creating CMMs. Around 15%
of the sample (3 respondents) had 1-3 years of experience and 35% of participants (7
respondents) had 7-15 of experience in creating CMMs.

Figure 4.4: CMM Specific Experience of Participants
The fifth question in the survey was intended to understand what specific role did
each of the participant have in their CMM creation process. The options for this question
were; technical author, technical illustrator, both and others, if any. From Figure 4.5, we
can see that most of the participants, i.e. about 60% of them (12 respondents) were
technical authors. The participants that had role of technical author cum illustrator or
“Both”, made up about 30% of the sample (6 respondents). The two responses that fell
under “Others” are listed below:
1. Process definition and coordination
2. User/Approver
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While “Process definition and coordination” seemed to be a managerial role, the other
role mentioned was unclear. The study had good participation in terms of technical
authors. The similarities and differences in opinions of a technical author and an au`thor
cum illustrator will be analysed and presented in the further sections of this chapter.

Figure 4.5: Role of Participants within CMM Creation Process
The last question in the demographic section of the survey was framed to
understand the CMM related experience of the participants. This was specifically aimed
at asking the participants about the ATA chapters over which they had experience in
creating CMMs. The participants were provided with a text box to type out the ATA
numbers. Table 4.2 shows the responses of the participants along with the chapter names
for each of the ATA number mentioned. Most of the participants claimed to have
experience in authoring more than one ATA chapter. Among 20 respondents, five
respondents provided invalid answer to the question. While one respondent did not
answer the question, two respondents mentioned the standard i.e., ATA iSpec2200 and
other two respondents mentioned “Various” and “All”. The ATA chapters 20-50 covers
the airframe systems of the aircraft, chapters 51-57 covers the aircraft structures, chapters
60-67 encompasses the propeller/rotor system of the aircraft, and chapters 70-92 covers
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the aircrafts Powerplant system. From Table 4.2, we can observe that the technical
authors who participated in this study had experience in creating CMMs for airframe
systems, aircraft structures and Powerplant system. There were no participants who had
experience in creating CMMs for the Propeller/rotor system of the aircraft. Large
representation was found from participants who had experience in creating CMMs for
Equipment/Furnishings chapter. This data helped to understand the breadth of CMM
specific experience of the sample.
Table 4.2: List of ATA Chapters Based on Participant Response
ATA number
entered by
respondents
21
22
23
24
25
27
28
30
31
32
33
34
35
49
52
54
71
72
73
76
77
78
79
80

ATA Chapter Name
Air Conditioning and
Pressurization
Auto Flight
Communications
Electrical Power
Equipment / Furnishings
Flight Controls
Fuel
Ice and Rain Protection
Indicating / Recording System
Landing Gear
Lights
Navigation
Oxygen
Airborne Auxiliary Power
Doors
Nacelles/Pylons
Power Plant
Engine General
Engine Fuel and Control
Engine Control
Engine Indicating
Engine Exhaust System
Engine Oil
Engine Starting

No of
Respondents
2
1
2
1
8
4
1
1
1
6
4
2
2
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
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4.1.3. Analysis of Core Survey Questions
The next section in the survey consisted of eight core questions that inquired
opinions of the participants. The questions were framed in a sequential pattern where it
started by asking the current format of product definition that was used by the
participants to create CMMs. The four options provided to the participants were derived
from the literature (Ruemler et al., 2016); they are, 2D drawings only, Primary 2D
drawing with supplemental 3D models, Primary 3D models with supplemental 2D
drawings, and 3D models only. Figure 4.6, shows the breakdown of the responses
received for this question.

Figure 4.6: Current Format of Product Definition Used to Create CMM
Around 85% of the participants (17 respondents) used 2D drawings in one or the
other form to create CMMs. A large majority of the participants, i.e., 65% of the
participants (13 respondents) claimed that they depended on 2D drawings as a primary
source or on only 2D drawings to create CMMs. The use of 3D models is also prominent
amongst the respondents. Though 18 respondents claimed to use 3D models in their
CMM creation process, yet only 7 respondents used it as a primary or as the only source
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in creating manuals. The survey results also highlight the existence of multiple source of
product definition within industry. About 75% of the participants (15 respondents) said
they used both 2D drawing and 3D model to create CMMs. Given that there was good
representation from the OEMs and the service based companies, it provides an
opportunity to compare how the format differs between the two sectors. Figures 4.7 and
4.8, shows this distribution for the OEMs and the service based companies respectively.

Figure 4.7: Current Format of Product Definition Used to Create CMM – OEM

Figure 4 8: Current Format of Product Definition Used to Create CMM – Service Based
Sector
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All the participants that represented the OEM sector used 3D models in one or the
other form to create CMMs. When comparing the OEM sector with the service based
sector we can clearly see that the latter is highly reliant over 2D drawing as a primary
source of input to create CMMs. This difference between the two sectors could lie in the
possibility that technical authors in OEM sector have ease of accessibility to 3D models
within their organization. The concerns with Intellectual Property, contractual obligation
and CAD data interoperability could be some of the reasons that the service based sector
has high reliance on 2D drawings. However, the actual reasons for this could not be
ascertained through this study.
With an understanding obtained over the format of the product definition used,
the next question was focused to understand which sections of the CMM required the
product definition information. The options to this question included the 18 sections of
the CMM that came from ATA iSpec 2200 standard (“ATA iSpec 2200,” 2016). The
responses to this question are analyzed using univariate frequency i.e., shown in Table
4.3. Employing this method to multiple-choice questions helped in understanding what
terms are being repeated the most and what are getting omitted in participants response.
By analyzing the data as a whole, we can see that the responses covered all the sections
of the CMM, but the frequency of responses varied for each of the sections. The sections
highlighted in blue such as description and operation, disassembly, repair, assembly and
illustrated parts list had high frequency over the rest. On the other hand, sections marked
grey such as front matter information, special procedures, servicing, storage and rework
received the least response. The rest of the sections received moderate frequency of
response from the participants.
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Table 4.3: Frequency of Response for CMM Sections that Requires Product Definition
Elements (n=20)
Frequency Relative Frequency
CMM Sections
(F)
(F/N*100)
Front Matter Information

3

15%

Description and Operation

16

80%

Testing and Fault Isolation

12

60%

Schematics and Wiring Diagrams

13

65%

Disassembly

16

80%

Cleaning

10

50%

Check

13

65%

Repair

17

85%

Assembly

17

85%

Fits and Clearance

14

70%

Special Tools, Fixtures and Equipment

7

35%

Illustrated Parts List

17

85%

Special Procedures

4

20%

Removal

9

45%

Installation

8

40%

Servicing

4

20%

Storage (Including Transportation)

3

15%

Rework (Service Bulletin Accomplished)

4

20%

This question provided insights in identifying the sections that require product
definition elements and helped classify them based on the frequency of response. The
same question was further analyzed to understand how the responses varied based on the
roles of the participants. First, the responses of only technical authors are analyzed. This
was followed by the analysis of responses received from participants that had a role of
technical author cum illustrator.
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Among the 20 respondents in the survey, 12 mentioned that they had a role of
technical author in their CMM creation process. Table 4.4 shows the frequency of
responses from these select respondents. The rows highlighted in blue contain the
sections that had a high frequency and the sections that had low frequency are highlighted
in gray.
Table 4.4: Frequency of Response for CMM Sections that Requires Product Definition
Elements – Technical Author (n=12)
Frequency Relative Frequency
CMM Sections

(F)

(F/N*100)

Front Matter Information

0

0.00%

Description and Operation

11

91.67%

Testing and Fault Isolation

7

58.33%

Schematics and Wiring Diagrams

9

75.00%

Disassembly

9

75.00%

Cleaning

5

41.67%

Check

6

50.00%

Repair

9

75.00%

Assembly

9

75.00%

Fits and Clearance

8

66.67%

Special Tools, Fixtures and Equipment

4

33.33%

Illustrated Parts List

9

75.00%

Special Procedures

1

8.33%

Removal

4

33.33%

Installation

3

25.00%

Servicing

0

0.00%

Storage (Including Transportation)

1

8.33%

Rework (Service Bulletin Accomplished)

0

0.00%
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When comparing the responses of technical authors with the overall data, we can observe
that:
•

The general perception amongst technical authors is that sections like front matter
information, servicing and rework can be created without the use of product
definition elements.

•

The sections that recorded high frequency in the overall data also recorded high
frequency from technical authors.

•

Majority of the technical authors, i.e., nine out of twelve respondents feel that the
creation of schematics and wiring diagrams section require product definition
elements.

The response provided by the participants that had role of both technical author and
illustrator can be seen in Table 4.5. This group brings both authors and illustrators
perspective to the study.
Table 4.5: Frequency of Response for CMM Sections that Requires Product Definition
Elements – Technical Author cum Illustrator (n=6)
Frequency Relative Frequency
CMM Sections

(F)

(F/N*100)

Front Matter Information

2

33.33%

Description and Operation

4

66.67%

Testing and Fault Isolation

4

66.67%

Schematics and Wiring Diagrams

3

50.00%

Disassembly

5

83.33%

Cleaning

4

66.67%

Check

6

100.00%

Repair

6

100.00%

Assembly

6

100.00%
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Frequency Relative Frequency
CMM Sections

(F)

(F/N*100)

Fits and Clearance

5

83.33%

Special Tools, Fixtures and Equipment

1

16.67%

Illustrated Parts List

6

100.00%

Special Procedures

2

33.33%

Removal

3

50.00%

Installation

3

50.00%

Servicing

3

50.00%

Storage (Including Transportation)

1

16.67%

Rework (Service Bulletin Accomplished)

2

33.33%

There were only 6 respondents in this group and by analyzing their responses, we can
observe that:
•

All the respondents in this group felt that the check, repair, assembly and IPL
sections require the product definition elements.

•

The check and fits and clearance section recorded high frequency within this
group of respondents as compared against the response obtained from technical
authors.

•

Except servicing, all the sections that recorded low frequency in the overall data
also recorded low frequency within this group.

There were no drastic differences in the responses between the two groups. The sections
like disassembly, repair, assembly and illustrated parts list received high frequency from
both the groups. The below list is compiled by considering all the sections that had
received high frequency of response between the two groups.
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•

Description and Operation

•

Schematics and Wiring Diagram

•

Disassembly

•

Check

•

Repair

•

Assembly

•

Fits and Clearance

•

Illustrated Parts List

This list will be used with all the other data that is analyzed in this study to develop the
model and to build conclusions towards the end.
The next two questions in the survey were framed to gather insights on what
product definition elements are required to create the CMMs. These two questions
formed the salient questions in this study, where they directly contributed to answering
the research question. The first of the two questions focused on understanding the partlevel product definition elements and the second question was particular to the assemblylevel product definition elements. The participants were provided with a predetermined
list that they could choose from. The list was derived by referring to various literatures
that are mentioned in earlier chapter of this document (American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, 2012; Lubell et al., 2013; Quintana, Rivest, Pellerin, et al., 2012; Quintana et
al., 2010). Towards the end of this list the respondents were provided with a text box
wherein they could enter free text, if required. This allowed the participants to enter
product definition elements that they deemed was necessary to create CMMs but not
included in the list. First the responses obtained for the Part-level product definition
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elements is analyzed followed by the analysis of responses to assembly-level product
definition elements.
Figure 4.9, shows the breakdown of the responses for the part-level product
definition elements. Careful examination of the responses helps us to understand that
there are certain elements that the participants felt to be crucial to create CMM over other
elements.
Others, please specify
Procurement Notes
Reference/Application Block Information
Supplemental Geometry
Manufacturing Methods and Notes
Change Management Information
Symbols
Title Block
Revision History Block
Installation Methods and Notes
Supplier Data
Dimensioning and Tolerance Block
Inspection Methods and Notes
Material Specification and Notes
General Notes
Testing Methods and Notes
3D Geometry
Dimensions
Tolerances
Assembly Procedures

1
5
5
6
7
8
9
9
10
10
10
11
12
12
13
13
14
14
15
16
0
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4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

Figure 4.9: Frequency of Response for Part-level Elements
The core elements such as 3D geometry, dimensions, tolerances and general notes
had received more than 10 responses. Not all peripheral elements in the list had high
frequency response. The elements like assembly procedures, inspection methods and
notes, material specification and notes, and testing methods and notes received more than
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10 responses over other peripheral elements. No management element received high
frequency response. The dimensioning and tolerance block, title block and revision
history block received moderate frequency response. All other elements in the list
received moderate to low frequency response. The one other element explicitly listed by
the participant was ‘Note for MIL Std”, the participant further said that this was required
for repair and assembly sections of the CMM. This element was not explicitly listed in
any of the literature that was reviewed in this study. Either this element was specific to
the participants organization or it should have been a part of one of the elements that was
in the list, like general Notes.
The above question was further analyzed based on the roles of the respondents.
Table 4.6 shows the relative frequency for two groups of respondents they are; authors
and both (author cum illustrator). The relative frequency is derived by dividing the actual
count of responses (f) by the total no of respondents (n) in the given set, then multiplying
this number by 100.
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Table 4.6: Relative Frequency for Part-level Elements – ‘Technical Author’ and ‘Both’
Relative Frequency
(F/N * 100)
Product Definition Elements
Technical
Technical Authors
Authors
cum illustrators
(n = 12)
(n = 6)
Assembly Procedures
75%
83%
3D Geometry
67%
83%
Dimensions
67%
83%
Tolerances
67%
83%
General Notes
58%
67%
Testing Methods and Notes
58%
83%
Inspection Methods and Notes
58%
67%
Installation Methods and Notes
50%
50%
Title Block
50%
33%
Dimensioning and Tolerance Block
50%
67%
Supplier Data
50%
50%
Material Specification and Notes
42%
83%
Revision History Block
42%
50%
Symbols
33%
67%
Manufacturing Methods and Notes
33%
50%
Change Management Information
33%
50%
Reference/Application Block Information
33%
17%
Supplemental Geometry
17%
50%
Procurement Notes
17%
50%
Others, please specify
8%
0%
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Figure 4.10: Relative Frequency for Part-level Elements – ‘Technical Author’ and ‘Both’
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The following observation can be made by comparing and contrasting the responses
received by technical authors against authors cum illustrator, i.e., shown in Figure 4.10:
•

Assembly procedures, tolerances, dimensions, 3D geometry, general notes,
inspection methods and notes, and testing methods and notes were the elements
that received high relative frequency in both the groups.

•

The product definition elements like material specification and notes,
dimensioning and tolerancing block, and symbols had high relative frequency
from respondents that were both technical authors cum illustrators.

•

Procurement notes and supplemental geometry were some of the elements that
had low relative frequency within the technical authors group.

Overall, from the participants response it can be perceived that they relied on almost all
core product definition elements, except supplemental geometry. Apart from this, all
peripherical product definition elements, except manufacturing methods and notes,
received moderate to high frequency.
The next question in the survey focused on the assembly-level product definition
elements. Figure 4.11 shows the breakdown of responses provided to this question.
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Others, please specify
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Figure 4.11: Frequency of Response for Assembly-level Elements
The peripheral elements such as installation methods and assembly procedures
received high number of response over core elements like 3D geometry, dimensions,
tolerance and general notes. The management elements such as reference/application
block, procurement notes, supplier data, title block and revision block received low
number of responses. It is also clear that not many participants felt that they need
manufacturing methods, revision history block, dimensioning and tolerance block
elements to create the CMMs.
The above survey question is further analysed based on the perspectives of
technical authors and technical authors cum illustrators. By applying this approach, we
can understand the difference in perspectives of those with both authoring and illustration
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skills against those with just authoring skills. The relative frequency for each of the
product definition elements in the two groups is shown in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7: Relative Frequency for Assembly-level Elements – ‘Technical Author’ and
‘Both’
Relative frequency
(F/N) * 100
Product Definition Elements
Technical
Technical Authors
Authors
cum illustrators
(n=12)
(n=6)
Installation Methods and Notes
67%
100%
3D Geometry
58%
83%
Testing Methods and Notes
50%
83%
Dimensions
50%
83%
Bill of Material
75%
83%
Assembly Procedures
67%
83%
Tolerances
58%
67%
Inspection Methods and Notes
42%
67%
Symbols
33%
50%
Supplemental Geometry
8%
50%
Material Specification and Notes
58%
50%
General Notes
58%
67%
Dimensioning and Tolerance Block
33%
50%
Procurement Notes
17%
33%
Manufacturing Methods and Notes
17%
33%
Change Management Information
33%
33%
Title Block
33%
17%
Supplier Data
42%
17%
Revision History Block
42%
17%
Reference/Application Block Information
25%
17%
Others, please specify
8%
0%
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Figure 4.12: Relative Frequency for Assembly-level Elements – ‘Technical Author’ and
‘Both’
Closely observing figure 4.12, we can see some similarities in responses between
two groups. Similar pattern in response can be observed for product definition elements
like bill of material, assembly procedure and tolerances. All the respondents having a
dual role of author and illustrator, selected installation methods and notes as one of the
required elements. The Management elements such as reference/application block, title
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block, revision history block, supplier data had low relative frequency within the
technical authors cum illustrators group. Also, the overall relative frequency of these
product definition elements was relatively low within both the groups. Apart from this,
elements such as dimensions, testing methods and notes, and inspection method and notes
received higher relative frequency from the technical author cum illustrators group.
The previous two questions in the survey was tailored to answer the research
questions, i.e. ‘What information elements needs to be contained in an MBD model to
assist a technical author in creation of a Component Maintenance Manual?’. The
responses to these questions were distributed across the entire list of product definition
elements that was provided to the participants. Based on the frequency of response these
elements were classified into, low frequency, moderate frequency and high frequency.
Also, not a single element included in the list went without a response, in other words,
the participants in one way or the other felt that each of the product definition element is
required to create CMMs. As such, even the elements that received low frequency of
response cannot be eliminated and marked as not required to create CMMs. However, the
data did provide insights on the participants opinion over the part-level elements to
assembly-level elements in the context of creating CMM. Figure 4.13 presents the overall
data based on the responses received for both part-level product definition elements and
assembly-level product definition elements.
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Figure 4.13: Venn Diagram - Part-level and Assembly-level Product Definition Elements
Based on Frequency of Response
Clearly, there are some similarities in the elements that are required at part-level and
assembly-level. In comparison, the assembly-level consists elements like bill of materials
and installation methods. On the other hand, the participants felt that the material
specification, symbols, and dimensioning and tolerance block are required at the partlevel. The high frequency elements will be used in further analysis to compile the list of
product definition elements that are important and are required to create the CMMs. A
separate analysis need to be performed to ascertain the necessity and importance of the
elements that received moderate and low frequency.
The next two questions in the survey acted as follow up questions to the part-level
and assembly-level product definition elements. The first question was, ‘In your opinion,
what are some of the similarities or differences in the part-level to assembly-level product
definition elements that is consumed in your CMM creation process?'. The subsequent
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question, i.e. Question 12 in the survey was intended to understand the other source of
inputs that the participants felt was necessary to create the CMMs. The participants were
provided with a text box to enter their response to these questions. This enabled to collect
descriptive data from the respondents. While the first question directly contributed in
developing the answer to the research question, the second question contributed in
capturing the external inputs that traditionally stayed separate of 2D drawings and 3D
models. The participants response to these questions are shown in Appendix C. The
individual responses of the participants were analyzed and the below summary is
constructed. The summary would also be used in building the model and conclusion in
the next chapter.
Overall, the participants felt there were both similarities and differences in the
way the product definition elements are consumed from a part-level against an assemblylevel. By going through the data, it can be determined that the elements such as supplier
data, manufacturing methods and notes, and material specification and finish are
contained in the part-level artifacts. The select quotes that highlight this are:
•

“Part level is required in exploded view, supplier details of parts in part level,
interchangeability & Intermixability” – Participant 6

•

“Part level contains manufacturing methods and special process.”– Participant 8

•

“In Part level you can understand clearly about that particular part's details and
material which can be useful in writing repair, cleaning and check pageblock.” Participant 9

Around two participants expressed that the assembly-level information is more crucial
and necessary over the part-level information, to create CMMs. The participants said:
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•

“In creating CMMs, Part Drawings are not referred much when compared with
Assembly Drawings, as there won't be much of part related data that goes into
CMM.” – Participant 2

•

“In our company, we concentrate more on assembly level product definition data
elements rather than part level. This is because, the CMM must not talk much
about part level as we create SRM for part level data.” – Participant 18

This makes sense, as the CMM is created for the entire component or assembly or an
LRU and does not focus a lot over an individual part in the component. As such it can be
deduced that the assembly-level product definition elements form a major source of input
to create CMMs and the part-level product definitions elements are referred to as and
when required. The part-level product definition elements contribute to the repair,
cleaning and check sections of the CMM. The assembly-level product definition element
should not only provide clarity on the components but also should contribute to build
sections such as illustrated parts list, assembly, disassembly, and testing and fault
isolation. The select quotes that highlight this are:
•

“In Part level you can understand clearly about that particular part's details and
material which can be useful in writing repair, cleaning and check pageblock..” Participant 9

•

“In part level data element it will be use full in REPAIR section. Where as the
assembly level element will be used in illustrated parts list and disassembly and
assembly.” – Participant 12
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•

“Part level is required for cleaning, repair, and inspections. Assembly level is
required for remove/install, assemble/disassemble, operational/functional
testing” – Participant 20

Though not all responses provided clarity, yet some of them helped in developing more
insights on the difference between part-level and assembly-level product definition
elements in the CMM creation context.
The survey question 12 was analyzed by individually marking and grouping the
responses. The derived non-comprehensive list is shown in Table 4.8. There were no
visible patterns in the responses provided by the participants.
Table 4.8: Other Sources of Information Required to Create CMM
Assembly
Testing and
Product
Maintenance
level
reference
Others
Data
Manual
Information
documents
Next Higher
Assembly
customer
Assembly
Service
Information
Acceptance test
specific
References
bulletin
documents
procedures
documents
Assembly
Wiring
temporary
Instruction
Software Design
supplier
Diagrams
revision
Sheet
Document
document
Factory
Procurement Reference
Quality test
Storage
Details
CMMs
procedures
Document
Special
Process
Operational details Documents
Business
specific
Installation details documents
Functional Test
Procedures
FHA
SSCP

The responses were grouped into four organized categories they are; product data,
maintenance manual, assembly-level information, and testing and reference documents.
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All other elements that did not fall into the first four categories were consolidated and
listed under the ‘Others’ group. This data exemplifies the amount of information that
needs to be processed by a technical author to create a maintenance manual. This
research does not focus on non-product definition elements that is required to create
CMMs. However, the researcher believes that this information would be beneficial for
any future research that is being performed on creation of maintenance manuals.
Thorough analysis is required to understand and develop more clarity on these and other
input elements that are currently accessed separate from the 2D drawings or 3D models to
create CMMs.
The penultimate question or question 13 in the survey was, ‘In your opinion,
which format of product definition supports best in creation of CMMs?’. The participants
were provided with four responses they are; 2D drawings only, Primary 2D drawing with
supplemental 3D models, Primary 3D models with supplemental 2D drawings, and 3D
models only. The last question, i.e., question 14 in the survey was ‘On your response to
previous question, why do you think it is the best format to create CMMs?’. These two
questions were asked to understand the perspectives of the participants. The responses
received for both these question is shown in Appendix D.
Figure 4.14, shows the overall distribution of responses obtained for the
penultimate question, i.e., Question 13. Clearly, the opinions were split between primary
2D drawing with supplemental 3D models and primary 3D models with supplemental 2D
drawings. Only 15% of the participants (i.e., 3 respondents) preferred using 3D model as
a sole source of product definition to create CMMs.
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Figure 4.14: Preferred Format of Product Definition
Figure 4.15, shows the breakdown based on the industry sector of the participants.
Most participants that represented the OEM sector favored using 3D models over 2D
drawings. About 30% (i.e., 3 respondents) preferred having primary 2D drawings with
supplemental 3D models to create CMMs. Only one respondent from the Tier 2 sector
preferred having only 2D drawings to create CMMs. This participant did not respond to
the follow-up question, as such the reason for this choice is unknown. An interesting
observation made in the service based sector is that around 50% of the respondents (i.e., 3
participants) favored having primary 2D drawings with supplemental 3D models.
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Figure 4.15: Preferred Format of Product Definition Based on Industry Sector
Three of the twenty respondents did not answer the follow-up open-ended
question, i.e., Question 14. Among the 17 responses received for the question, four
responses failed to provide any clarity as they were single word response containing
phrases such as “Yes”, “Digital CAD”, and “Links”. The below summary is constructed
by individually analyzing the remaining 13 responses.
Distributed source of product definition is a reality in most organizations. In the
current process, the creation of CMMs relies a lot on both 2D drawings and 3D models.
As such, the participants feel that having one single source of product data would limit
the ability of creating CMMs. Five of the thirteen respondents favored having primary 2D
drawings with supplemental 3D models. All the five respondents had the role of technical
author in their CMM creation process. These respondents used 3D models only as a
supplemental source and relied on the 2D drawing for information such as geometry,
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notes, dimensions and other textual information. One of the five respondent said,
“…critical information are not in 3D models yet”. Another respondent said, “My answer
would definitely change and would lean towards having 3D models as the primary source
document, if all the product definition data is captured in the model”. These two
respondents seemed to embrace the idea of using MBD model to create CMM, provided
it contained all the required product definition elements in it. Another interesting aspect
brought out by a participant was that of skills, the participant mentioned, “skills are
required to interact with the 3D model to extract information”. In 2D drawings the
information is explicit and readily available. Usability will play a role when MBD models
replaces 2D drawings in an existing process. The respondents that favored having
primary 3D model and supplemental 2D drawing, expressed that the said format would
assist creation of illustration and in obtaining in-depth clarity on the details and the
buildup of the component. One of the participant said:
“3D model with all the details fed into them would be good. This would be
successful only when this 3d format can be accessed through any of the commonly
available applications like Adobe acrobat, instead of needing a special
softwares/expertise”.
Clearly, the participant is in favor of using only 3D models provided there is ease of
accessibility of this format in the existing system. Three of the thirteen respondents
favored using only 3D model to create CMMs. One of the three respondent said,
“Flexibility and easily used across design and manufacturing. Single MBD can be used
for many purpose, reduces the paper work”. The respondent was the only one that
referenced to the Model-based definition approach. Also, the participant expresses the
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anticipated benefit in terms of accessibility and flexibility with the use of MBD models.
Another participant that favored using only 3D models mentions that by opting to 3D
model, references can be established within the design environment and the configuration
control environment.
Overall majority of the participants favored having 2D drawings in one form or
another to create CMMs. Few of the participants expressed interest in using only 3D
models to create CMMs provided it was easily accessible and had complete product
definition in it. By large the participants current experience seems to have influenced
them to choose multiple formats of product definition, i.e. both 3D model and 2D
drawing either in primary or supplemental form, as the best format to create CMMs.
4.2. Interviews
The second source of data collection in this research was through semi-structured
interviews. Towards the end of the survey the participants were asked for their
willingness to be a part of a follow-up interview. Eight of the twenty participants had
expressed that they were willing to be interviewed. Among the eight respondents only
seven provided their contact information. The interview invitation email along with the
interview information sheet was sent to all seven respondents. However, only four
participants responded to the email by providing their schedule for the interview. Followup reminder emails were sent to the remaining participants but the three participants
failed to respond.
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4.2.1. Duration Between Survey and Interview
The interview invitation emails were sent out to participants at the earliest from
the time they completed the survey. The interview information sheet attached with the
email was used to brief the participants about the interview process and about their rights,
if they agreed to be a part of the interview. The intent was to conduct the interviews
within one week from the date of completion of the survey. The time elapsed between the
survey and the interview is shown in Table 4.9.
Table 4.9: Duration Between Survey and Interview
Interviewee
Interviewee 01
Interviewee 02
Interviewee 03
Interviewee 04

Survey
Interview
Completed Invitation Sent
Date
Date
17-Sep-17
17-Sep-17
12-Sep-17
17-Sep-17
16-Oct-17
17-Oct-17
19-Oct-17
20-Oct-17

Interview
Completion
Date
23-Sep-17
23-Sep-17
23-Oct-17
24-Oct-17

Time Elapsed
between Survey and
Interview
6 days
10 days
7 days
4 days

Interviewee 02 was the first amongst the list to complete the survey but was only
contacted 5 days after completion of survey. The reason for the delay laid in the fact that
interviewee 02 was one of the early respondents in the research and the researcher was
waiting to collect more data before scheduling the interviews. The rest of the respondents
were contacted within 24 hours from the survey completion time.
4.2.2. Coding and Analysis
Apart from the survey data, the memos and the transcribed interview notes
formed the two other data sources in this study. The “Data Analysis strategy/procedure”
section in the previous chapter explains how coding was performed on the transcribed
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interview notes. By applying coding strategies, the data collected was fragmented and
categorized. The researcher while coding tried to answer the below set of questions:
•

What product definition elements are being used?

•

Are there any similarities or differences in response from the participants
based on their role?

•

What are the opinions of participants on the format of product definition to
create CMMs?

A list of product definition elements was compiled by performing coding, this can be
found in Appendix G. Frequency counts for each of the product definition elements were
captured to understand the necessity of these elements to create CMMs. Patterns in
responses were also recorded while performing coding. The compiled list of elements
contributed in the analytical process required for building the conclusions of this study.
Next sections in this document presents the overview of interview questions and the
analysis of the interview data.
4.2.3. Interview Questions Overview
As mentioned earlier, a semi-structured interview format was adopted in this
research. Four predetermined questions were used in this study to guide the conversation.
Some probes were used when there was a necessity to gather more information from the
participant. The first question in the survey was meant to elicit the tacit domain
knowledge in the participants where they were asked to explain their CMM creation
process. This was followed by two main questions that was intended to get an
understanding on the product definition elements that are consumed in the said process.
The first question was, “Can you explain me how the product definition elements are
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consumed in the above CMM creation process?”. As a probe, the participants were next
asked “In your opinion, what product definition elements are critical in the CMM
creation process?”. These questions were framed not just to identify the product
definition elements but also to understand their applicability to different CMM sections.
Towards the end, participants were asked about the similarities and differences in partlevel and assembly-level product definition elements in the context of their CMM
creation process. This question was meant to understand what elements are consumed
from a part-level against an assembly-level by a technical author. The last question in the
interview was, “In your opinion, which format of product definition supports best in
creation of CMMs? and why?”. The question did not directly contribute to answering the
research question. However, it helped in understanding the opinions and getting insights
from the participants on what product definition format was best to create CMMs. The
transcribed interview notes are presented in Appendix E.
4.2.4. Interview Analysis
The interviews conducted in this study provided insights and helped in collecting
data to perform analysis and build conclusions. The first two interviews had some
similarities in terms of response provided to the interview questions. This might be
because the interviewees used same format of product definition to create CMMs and
were directly involved as either technical author or illustrator in their CMM creation
process. The third and fourth interviewee in this research was with a technical manager
and a technical chief officer respectively. The difference in the response between the four
interviews can be attributed to the roles held by these individuals. However, conducting
interviews resulted in capturing rich data that had perspectives from different people who
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are involved in creating CMMs. The third interview did not directly contribute to the
research but helped in understanding the overall process followed in technical publication
department. As such, only relevant data from the third interview was used in this
research. The fourth interview provided data in the broader context of the CMM creation
process and was the only respondent that did not use 2D drawings in any form to create
CMMs.
The interview participants were first asked to explain their CMM creation
process. This question was asked to elicit tacit domain knowledge in the participants. The
responses provided by the interviewees helped in understanding and constructing a
generic CMM creation process that is followed in industry. Figure 4.16 presents this
process, it first starts with the creation of the IPL section. Specifically, the author first
creates the detailed parts list. Creating the detailed parts list involves building the parts
list in disassembly sequence. The inputs to this comes from either 2D drawings or 3D
models based on the product definition format used by the organization.

Figure 4.16: Generic CMM Creation Process
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Once the detailed parts list is created, the illustrator creates the illustrations for the IPL
section. The illustrations are typically created using the 3D model, as the geometry is
readily available in it. The illustrator also requires the detailed parts list to illustrate and
give callouts to the parts. Thereon, the illustrator creates illustrations for other sections of
the CMM, if required. The author then creates the assembly and disassembly section of
the CMM. This is then followed by authoring the remaining sections. The Front matter
information is completed towards the end. Finally, the author combines all the page
blocks with relevant illustration and creates the complete CMM.
The second question asked to the participants was “how are the product definition
elements consumed to create the CMMs?”. Based on the interviewees response probe
like, “what are some of the critical elements that are required to create CMMs?” was
asked. The responses to this question had similar pattern between interviewee 01 and 02.
The core elements like 3D geometry, bill of material, notes, dimensions and tolerance,
and views are those that emerged during the analysis of the interview notes. The select
quotes that helped identify these core elements are:
•

“…The 3D model, drawing views and BOM is important in creating the IPL. We
will also need dimensions and notes for some other sections [in the CMM]” –
Interviewee 01

•

“…drawings we need the detailed views and assembled views to build the IPL.
Apart from this, BOM, engineering notes and dimensions of the product are
required.” – Interviewee 02
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•

“The torque notes, dimension and other stuff in the drawing is needed in creating
the remaining sections like Testing and Fault Isolation, Description operation
and other sections.” – Interviewee 02

•

“Although GD&T is not very important still some sections like Fits and clearance
is concerned with it and we get this [GD&T] from the drawings. BOM is used in
creating IPL and the quantity is important as the quantity in IPL should match
with BOM.” – Interviewee 01

•

“We use the part definition file for things like geometry, damage limits, repair
and tolerances. There will also be additional notes that are associated with the
part” – Interviewee 04
The response for the core elements did not differ much between the survey and

the interview. In comparison, in the survey ‘supplemental geometry’ element received
low frequency response from participants. Whereas, in the interview, the respondents
mentioned that they required views to create CMMs. This difference in response might be
due to the verbiage used. The term supplemental geometry was derived from the
literature and was used in generic sense to encompass all the different types of views. The
below responses from the interviewees articulate that views are required to understand
the component:
•

“The views are important in the drawings it helps to decipher the content and
understand the product. The views are created by the designers and we cannot
give any suggestions on the views that are required for us”. – Interviewee 01
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•

“I need to have access to the 3D model or the actual part in itself to visualize the
[disassembly] sequence. With the drawings, I would look at the views and BOM
to try understand the component. Here we don’t use the 3D models to build the
IPL.”. – Interviewee 02

Within the context of an MBD model, views might become irrelevant to technical
authors, if the MBD model provides enough affordances to the user to understand the
component. However, with the contrast in response between survey and interview, it is
uncertain if supplemental geometry is required within MBD models to create CMMs.
Apart from the core elements, the peripheral elements that emerged during the
interview conversations are: assembly procedures, testing methods, installation notes,
inspection notes, repair notes, material specification and surface finish notes. There was
no pattern observed in the response of the three interviewees. Interviewee 02 explicitly
mentioned that peripheral elements are either contained in 2D drawings or as separate
documents:
•

“Apart from this, we need the dimensions and notes like (…) assembling and
installing conditions, and these are usually available in the 2D drawings.” –
Interviewee 02

•

“We have to refer drawings or other documents for testing methods, surface
finish notes, and for electrostatic condition.” – Interviewee 02

Whereas in the case of interviewee 04, it can be deduced from the responses that
peripheral elements were contained as Digital Product Definition either in the model or in
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the configuration management system. Hence, it was not sure if all the required
peripheral elements were contained in the 3D model:
•

“There are individual parts with associated properties with it and there is DPD
that is attachments within the CATIA environment. It shows relationships,
installation instruction, tolerances and torqueing values for different hardware.”

•

“...within CATIA V6 there will be a geometric solid part object with associated
properties and (…) it also has inspection and reference notes. So, we would have
it all viewed in the CATIA environment. In some cases, we would have it [Digital
Product Definition] further elaborated in our configuration management system,
i.e., Enovia.”

The responses from the participants provide good insights on the product definition
elements that are required to create the CMMs. Overall, the survey responses and the
interview responses had some similarities between them.
The next question that was asked to the participants was, “what are some of the
similarities or differences between the part-level product definition elements against
assembly-level product definition elements in the context of your CMM creation
process?”. The responses from interviewees indicate that the technical authors and
illustrators rely majorly on the assembly-level information over part-level information to
create CMMs. The participants mentioned:
•

“As for the part-level, we open only when we have a doubt or if we need more
information about that part. We have part-level drawings and models in our
database.” – Interviewee 01
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•

“We rely almost entirely on assembly-level drawings to create the CMMs. The
CMMs are basically created for the top-level assembly and does not capture
much of the part-level information in it.” – Interviewee 02

•

“Part-level drawing is just used to understand and view the part in order to
visualize it in the overall product.” – Interviewee 02
The data obtained through the interview was insufficient to clearly distinguish the

product definition elements that needs to be contained at a part-level against an assemblylevel for creating CMMs. Although, by analysing the responses it can be deduced that the
participants preferred having most of the elements at an assembly-level. Also,
interviewee 04 expressed that elements such as installations notes and the context of such
notes should be contained at an assembly-level for creating CMMs:
•

“...These information support writing the installation instructions and as said it
becomes ambiguous to find that, if you are maintaining a strict part-level
definition.” – Interviewee 04
The final question asked to interview respondents was which format of product

definition supports best in creation of CMMs and why? The four interviewees provided
three different responses and put forth the reasoning behind their choice. While,
interviewee 01 and 02 preferred having 2D drawing in primary form and 3D model in
supplemental form, interviewee 04 preferred having product definition elements only in
3D model to create CMMs. From the responses of interviewee 01 and 02, it appears that
their current system influenced their choice of answer for this question. They said:
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•

“In my experience, 2D drawing is always the latest revision and the 3D model is
not updated regularly. If drawings are up to date that doesn’t mean the 3D
models are.” – Interviewee 01

•

“We require the latest information to create the CMMs especially it plays an
important role in creating IPL”. – Interviewee 01

•

“The 3D models make the illustrators life easy but the author need to rely on the
information currently available in the drawing to complete the entire CMM.” –
Interviewee 02

•

If only 3D models are given, some might find it challenging to understand the
component as the author needs to rotate, zoom-in, zoom-out to obtain clarity. –
Interviewee 02

However, both these respondents said 3D model can be used over 2D drawings to create
the illustrations. Also, Interviewee 02 intended to change his stance and said would use
only 3D models, if all the required information was contained within it.
Interviewee 04 was the only respondent that preferred to use 3D models alone in
creating CMMs. Apparently, Interviewee 04 was also the only interview participant that
did not use 2D drawings to create CMMs in their current system. Some of the benefits
highlighted by the interviewee 04 include:
•

“We can use it [3D models] in different ways with different angles. We create a
lot of different products and having the 3D Geometry gives us the flexibility to
include them without having to model it ourselves.”
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It needs to be acknowledged that the benefits mentioned by the interviewee covered
mostly the illustration part of the CMM creation process and did not speak much about
the authoring aspect. The interviewee had highlighted that there exist multiple sources of
information that is required to create manuals and it gets difficult to have linkages
between them. As such, even in a 3D model only setting, challenges do seem to exist in
terms of authoring the CMMs.
Interviewee 03 mentioned having 3D models as a primary and 2D drawings as a
supplementary best suited creating manuals. Though the interviewee preferred having
only 3D model, yet his response was in consideration to those who still rely on 2D
drawings to complete their task. The interviewee said:
“…even with latest software and technology we still have people who like to see it
on paper and mark it up. Like one of the input, i.e., wiring diagram, they want to
print it out, take the yellow marker and follow the line. We do have a system, that
colors the line selected and allows the user to follow it. However, some of the old
people still like it on the paper.”
The research had a very small number of interview participants and it would have
been beneficial, if there were more participants. However, the responses provided by the
interviewees helped understand the participants perspectives and gather more insights in
addition to the survey responses. The interview analysis presented in this section will be
used to build conclusions in the next chapter.
4.3. Summary
This chapter presented the data that was collected and analysed as a part of this
research. First, the survey responses were analysed and displayed along with applicable
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tables, charts and figures. The salient questions in the survey, i.e., those intended to
understand the part-level product definition elements and the assembly-level product
definition elements were also analysed using relative frequency. Next, the data obtained
through the interview was analysed and summarized. The next chapter makes use of these
findings to discuss and build conclusions.
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CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

5.1. Introduction
This chapter tries to synthesize the findings presented in the previous chapter. The
survey responses are first discussed and summarized which is then followed by the
interview responses. A preliminary model of an MBD dataset specific for CMM creation
process is presented in this chapter. Finally, the data analysed in this research is used in
building conclusions. The conclusion section also presents future work.
5.2. Survey Discussion
The survey had a total of 20 respondents that represented various sectors of
aerospace industry. The number of respondents in this research was well within the
optimum range suggested by Hsu and Sandford (2007), and also met the criteria for
minimum number of participants mentioned by Sandelowski (1995). While all the 20
respondents completed the survey in its full, five respondents did not answer all the openended questions in the survey. The open-ended questions were follow-up questions to
other questions in the survey, answering them would have helped the researcher in
obtaining more insights. Overall, the responses provided by the participants helped in
gathering a broad range of data for analysis. By closely observing the data, some patterns
did seem to emerge within groups that were created based on the role and industry sector
of the respondents.
The survey participants had experience in creating CMMs for a wide range of
ATA chapters, i.e., shown in Table 4.2. This list did not encompass all the ATA chapters
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for which CMMs are created. As such, the responses provided by the sample would only
cover those ATA chapters that is listed in the previous chapter. While it would be nice to
have a sample representing the entire population, yet it seems likely impractical to obtain
such a sample. The questions in the survey was divided into two sections, they are;
demographic questions and core questions. The core questions were phased in a manner
such that they helped obtain data on part-level and assembly-level product definition
elements that are required to create CMMs. The responses obtained for product definition
elements were grouped into high frequency, moderate frequency and low frequency. The
data obtained was also analyzed by comparing responses between two groups that was
created based on the roles of the participants. The product definition elements such as 3D
geometry, assembly procedures, dimensions and tolerance, general notes, and testing
methods and notes remained common at both part-level and assembly-level with high
frequency of response. Also, by comparing this list of product definition elements with
the interview data, it was possible to determine that those were required in some form for
creating CMMs. However, the necessity of the elements that received moderate and low
frequency of response could not be determined through this study. Apart from this, the
survey helped in gathering opinions from the technical authors on the best product
definition format that can be used to create CMMs. An interesting observation made
while analyzing this data was that most participants preferred having both 3D model and
2D drawing to create CMMs. Overall, the survey was instrumental in collecting the data
related to part-level product definition elements and assembly-level product definition
elements that goes in to creating CMMs. But the instrument itself was incapable of
capturing the semantics that exists between these elements and the CMM sections.
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5.3. Interview Discussion
Four interviews were conducted as a part of this study. Although 8 participants
showed willingness to be a part of the interview only 4 responded back to the researcher.
The number of interviews conducted was relatively small compared to the number of
survey respondents. To comply with the IRB policies, survey data was kept separate from
interview data. Knowing interviewees response to the survey could have helped the
researcher to prepare additional individualized interview questions to gather more
insights on participants response to survey. Though there were only 4 respondents, the
researcher was still able to gather rich data as compared to that against the survey.
Three of the four respondents represented the OEM sector and one other
respondent represented the service based sector in the aviation domain. One of the
interviewees’ organization was not involved in creating CMMs rather was into
consuming/using the CMMs that was provided to them by their vendors. Given the nature
of the work performed by this interviewee, the researcher decided to rely on asking
generic questions related to technical publication to this respondent. The other three
interviews provided good insights and the data collected helped in building conclusions
of this research. After completion of each interview, memos were created to capture the
thoughts of the researcher and to summarize the interview. Interview notes and memos
helped in understanding some of the product definition elements that are used to create
CMMs. Some commonalities were noted between survey response and interview
response and these will be used to build the model and conclusions in next sections. The
interviews helped capture some semantics between the product definition elements and
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the CMM sections. Conducting in-depth interviews over semi-structured interviews
would have helped collect more insights from the participants.
5.4. Preliminary Model of an MBD Dataset
The data collected from the survey and interview provided insights on some of the
product definition elements that the participants consume to create CMMs. Although the
number of participants in the interview was small, yet the rich data provided by them was
helpful to gather more understanding over survey responses. Based on this data and the
findings reported in the previous chapter, a model of an MBD dataset is derived.
In a Model-based environment, an MBD model will be used to provide the
product definition elements that are required to create CMMs. The study was unable to
determine all the elements that is necessary, this is in large due to the spread in responses
received for the survey questions. However, a preliminary model of an MBD dataset
specific to CMM creation process is developed. This model intends to answer the
research question, i.e., ‘What information elements needs to be contained in an MBD
model to assist a technical author in creation of a CMM’. The preliminary model
developed through this study tries to identify the product definition elements required to
be contained in an MBD dataset. The frequency tables, interview analysis, memos and
the survey responses acted as the source of inputs in the development of this model. The
product definition elements in the proposed model are divided into two categories, they
are; primary elements and secondary elements. The below approach was made use to
construct this model:
The survey responses for both part-level and assembly-level product definition elements
were analysed. Next, the data was analysed by comparing responses between the two
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groups, i.e., technical authors and technical author cum illustrators. Thereon, product
definition elements that had moderate frequency in the overall data but had high relative
frequency in one of the groups, were marked. The open-ended questions of survey were
then analysed to observe if there were any patterns in responses from participants. This
concluded the analysis of the survey responses. The second source of data that is
interview notes were next analysed. The data was coded into organizational categories to
help identify the product definition elements that emerged during the interview. This is
presented in the Interview Analysis section of the previous chapter. The primary elements
of the model were derived by cross-referencing product definition elements that were
marked in the survey response against those that emerged during the analysis of interview
data. The remaining product definition elements were labelled as secondary elements.
Same approach was applied for both part-level and assembly-level.
The preliminary model with the primary and secondary elements for both partlevel and assembly-level is shown in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Preliminary Model of an MBD Dataset
Part-level
AssemblyPrimary Elements
MBD
level MBD
Dataset
Dataset
✓
3D Geometry
✓
Assembly Procedures

Bill of Materials
✓
Dimensions and Tolerances
✓
General Notes
✓
Inspection Methods and Notes
Installation Methods and Notes
✓
Material Specification and Notes
✓
Testing Methods and Notes
Secondary Elements
Change Management Information
Dimensioning and Tolerance Block
Installation Methods and Notes
Manufacturing Methods and Notes
Material Specification and Notes
Procurement Notes
Reference/Application Block
Supplemental Geometry
Supplier Data
Symbols
Title and Revision Block

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

A total of 20 product definition elements were compiled for the survey by referring to
relevant literatures. The research helped identify 10 elements that are required by the
technical authors to create CMM. These elements formed to be the primary elements of
the preliminary model. The primary elements comprise of core elements such as 3D
geometry, BOM, dimensions and tolerances, and general notes. The peripheral elements
such as inspection methods and notes, installation methods and notes, assembly
procedures, testing methods and notes, and material specification and notes are also part
of the primary elements. The model shows the applicability of each of the elements at a
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part-level against an assembly-level. There exist similarities between part-level and
assembly-level elements. In comparison to part-level, the assembly-level contains
elements such as installation methods and notes, and bill of materials. On the other hand,
the part-level contains material specification and notes. These primary elements do not
intend to be the complete list of elements that are necessary to create CMMs rather it acts
as a base that can be used to build the complete MBD dataset specific for CMM creation
process. The primary elements alone may not be sufficient to create the CMMs; in other
words, it does not claim to contain the minimum information required to create CMMs.
The secondary elements forms as a source of product definition elements that can
be used to complete the MBD dataset. Apart from the primary elements, all the remaining
product definition elements that were neither a part of part-level or assembly-level, were
consolidated to form secondary elements. These elements received either low or
moderate frequency of response in the survey. This study was unable to determine the
reason for low or moderate response for these elements. The interview data was also
unable to provide much clarity on consumption of these elements in creating CMMs. As
such, a thorough evaluation or a need based evaluation should be performed over these
elements before individually marking them as primary elements. Thereon, the MBD
dataset specific to CMM creation process can be realized.
5.5. Conclusions and Future Work
The current CMM creation process in industry, other than select few, still use 2D
drawings in some form. Around 85% of the participants in this study said they used 2D
drawings either in primary form or supplementary form to create CMMs. This
emphasizes that drawings in some way still serve the purpose of providing product
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information to the technical authors. An interesting observation made in this study was
that the participants expressed to rely more on assembly-level drawings over part-level
drawings to create manuals. While the part-level drawings were referred to understand
the geometry of the part, obtain material specifications and so-on, but the assembly-level
drawings helped technical authors build major sections of the CMM like IPL, assembly
and disassembly sections. The current literature available does not provide much
information on the contents and the format of an assembly-level MBD. Also, Quintana,
Rivest, Pellerin, et al. (2012) and Quintana et al. (2010) mention that there is a necessity
to analyze different types of drawings that are created in the industry before developing
an MBD dataset. The findings from this study highlight the necessity of an assemblylevel MBD dataset from a technical publication stand point.
Apart from the product definition elements, there exists other sources of
information that are required to create CMMs. In the survey, the participants were asked
to list the other source of information that they consume to create CMMs. The responses
from participants helped in developing a list of items, i.e., shown in Table 4.8, but this is
not a comprehensive list and it requires more research to determine those information
elements that are traditionally contained outside of 2D drawings/3D models. As MBD
models replaces 2D drawings in organizations, there arises an opportunity to assess the
means of containing various other sources of information within the MBD model.
Thereon, MBD models can be used as a single container to store and access all the
information that is pertinent to creation of maintenance manuals. Before making such
considerations, there is a necessity to build a comprehensive list of items that are required
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to create the manuals and analyze them individually. The data presented in this study can
act as a starting point for future research.
Overall participants did not prefer having only 3D models to create CMMs. While
it did seem that their current situation influenced their decision, yet the researcher was
unable to ascertain this. Some of the reasons stated by the participants included; lack of
information within 3D models, accessibility and usability. The technology is available
and is also mature enough to contain not just geometry but different attributes within the
3D model. Also, the advances in technology such as 3DPDF has solved some challenges
related to accessibility. However, there is lack of frameworks or definitions that can help
build MBD models to replace 2D drawings in maintenance manual creation process. This
research took a step towards defining one such MBD dataset that can help author MBD
models to replace drawings in a CMM creation process. The complete MBD dataset
required for creating CMMs was not realized, but this research helped in identifying the
base elements that are required to be contained in the MBD dataset. As such, further
research needs to be performed to analyse and build upon the findings of this study, i.e.,
to develop the complete MBD dataset for the CMM creation process.
Also, usability takes the centre stage when MBD model replaces 2D drawings in
the CMM creation process. While some respondents mentioned that 3D model provides
clarity, few others cited usage as a possible concern. The literature review chapter in this
research discusses the aspect of visualization and interaction with MBD models by
downstream users. The findings of this research highlight the necessity to focus not just
on the development of the MBD dataset but also on its consumption by technical authors.
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Hence, more research and testing should follow to understand how technical authors
interact with MBD models to create the CMMs.
Future studies can focus on building the model presented in this study to define a
complete MBD dataset specific for CMM creation process. The secondary elements of
the model can be used as a source to determine the other required elements. Further,
future studies should look at different ways of collecting data to understand the semantics
that exists between the product definition elements and different sections of the CMM.
Some of the methods like in-person shadow observation and in-depth interviews will help
capture these semantics.
The preliminary model proposed in this study was specific to the creation of
CMMs. There are various other types of manuals that are created and revised in the
aviation domain. The next round of studies can look at using or extending this model to
help define the elements required for those manuals. Thereon, a single MBD dataset can
be used by the technical publication departments to create all kinds of manuals. This
study also had very little participation from Tier 1 and Tier 2 sectors of the aviation
domain. Future studies can target this population while developing the model.
In conclusion, this research was conducted to answer, ‘What information elements
needs to be contained in an MBD model to assist a technical author in creation of a
Component Maintenance Manual?’. The research presented a preliminary model of an
MBD dataset specific for CMM creation process. Though the research was not able to
derive a complete MBD dataset, yet the model identified the primary elements or the base
elements of that dataset. The primary elements comprised of those product definition
elements that were deemed as required to create CMMs through this research. With no
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prior research conducted on creation of component maintenance manuals, the data
presented through this research is intended to act as a knowledge base to support future
work.
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APPENDIX A: SURVEY QUESTIONS

1. How many years of professional experience do you have?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

<1 year
1-3 years
3-7 years
7-15 years
15+ years

2. What best represents your company in the aviation domain?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Original Equipment Manufacturer
Tier 1 Supplier
Tier 2 Supplier
Other Tier’s
Service based company

3. Which of the following represents your role in the organization?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Technical Author
Technical Illustrator
Technician
Engineer
Mechanic
If others, please specify

4. How many years of experience do you have in creating/revising Component
Maintenance Manual?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

I have no experience in creating/revising Component Maintenance Manual
1-3 years
3-7 years
7-15 years
15+ years

5. What best describes your role in the CMM creation process that you follow?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Author
Illustrator
Both
If others, please specify
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6. Which ATA chapters do you have experience in creating/revising CMMs? Please
mention all
_________________
7. In what format do you receive the product definition* data to create the CMMs?
Product Definition* - Product Definition denotes “the set of product attributes,
features or characteristics that coexists in a specific state of balance in order to
meet physical and functional requirements as well as multidisciplinary
constraints” (Quintana, Rivest, Pellerin, et al., 2012, p.79)
a.
b.
c.
d.

2D drawings only
Primary 2D drawings with supplemental 3D Models
Primary 3D models with supplemental 2D drawings
3D models only

8. What sections of the CMM requires the product definition elements? Select all
that apply.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.

Front Matter Information
Description and Operation
Testing and Fault Isolation
Schematics and Wiring Diagrams
Disassembly
Cleaning
Check
Repair
Assembly
Fits and Clearance
Special Tools, Fixtures and Equipment
Illustrated Parts List
Special Procedures
Removal
Installation
Servicing
Storage (Including Transportation)
Rework (Service Bulletin Accomplished)
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9. What part-level product definition elements do you require to create CMMs?
Select all that apply
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.

3D Geometry
Dimensional Information
Tolerance Information
General Notes
Symbols
Supplemental Geometry
Manufacturing Methods and Notes
Assembly Procedures
Procurement Notes
Installation Methods and Notes
Testing Methods and Notes
Inspection Methods and Notes
Material Specification and Notes
Change Management Information
Revision History Block
Title Block Information
Reference/Application Block Information
Dimensioning and Tolerance Block
Tolerance Block information
Supplier Data
Others, please specify

10. What assembly-level product definition elements are required to create a CMM?
Select all that applies
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.

3D Geometry
Dimensional Information
Tolerance Information
General Notes
Symbols
Supplemental Geometry
Manufacturing Methods and Notes
Assembly Procedures
Procurement Notes
Installation Methods and Notes
Testing Methods and Notes
Inspection Methods and Notes
Material Specification and Notes
Change Management Information
Revision History
Title Block Information
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q.
r.
s.
t.
u.
v.

Reference/Application Block Information
Dimensioning and Tolerance Block
Tolerance Block information
Bill of Material
Supplier Data
Others, please specify

11. In your opinion, what are some of the similarities or differences in the part-level
product definition elements to assembly-level product definition elements that is
consumed in your CMM creation process?
__________________________________________
12. Apart from the product definition elements mentioned above, what are the other
sources of information that you use in your CMM creation process?
__________________________________________
13. In your opinion, which format of product definition data supports best in creation
of CMMs?
a.
b.
c.
d.

2D drawings only
Primary 2D drawings with supplemental 3D Models
Primary 3D models with supplemental 2D drawings
3D models only

14. On your answer to question 13, why do you think it is the best form to contain the
product data information to create CMMs?
_______________________________
15. Thank you for participating in this study. Would you consider being a part of the
follow-up interview that is being performed to collect more insights?
a. Yes
b. No
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16. Thank you for willingness to be a part of the follow-up interview. Please provide
your name and email ID. The researcher will contact you and schedule the
interview.
Name:
Email ID:

Thank you for your time and patience in completing this survey.
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APPENDIX B: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Thank you for your willingness to be a part of this interview. This is a semi-structured
interview that consists of 4 questions. The responses to these questions will be kept
confidential. The proposed duration of this interview is around 30-45 minutes. The
participant may quit the interview at any point of time. The researcher will be
transcribing the conversation during the interview.
1. Can you walk me through your CMM Creation process?
a. Can you explain me more about your role in the above process? – If
necessary
2. Can you explain me how the product definition elements are consumed in the
above CMM creation process?
a. In your opinion, what product definition elements are critical in the CMM
creation process?
3. In your opinion, what are some similarities or differences between the part-level
and the assembly-level product definition elements in the context of your CMM
creation process?
4. In your opinion, which format of product definition supports best in creation of
CMMs? and why?
Is there anything that you would like to add to your responses?

Thank you for your time and willingness to be a part of this interview
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APPENDIX C: RESPONSES TO SURVEY QUESTION 11 AND 12

Participant
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3
Participant 5

Participant 6

Participant 8

Question 11
There are good amount of
similarities in both with respect to
the variety of data what need to parse
through and the method of deriving
information from the data elements
to integrate in CMMs. The major
difference is generally seen with
complexity, i.e. high for assembly
level and comparatively low for part
level. However, this may change for
different systems and organizations.
In creating CMMs, Part Drawings
are not referred much when
compared with Assembly Drawings,
as there won't be much of part related
data that goes into CMM.
The Assembly drawings will have
most of the data related to individual
part and assembly as a whole.
Information like general notes,
assembly conditions, material info,
part revision history, BOM data and
other engineering information are all
captured which is very much needed
to create CMMs.
2D drawings is for the part level
Detailing of Part Level takes more
time than the assembly level
View, Part level is required in
exploded view, supplier details of
parts in part level, interchangeability
& Intermixability
Part level contains manufacturing
methods and special process
Assembly level contains way of
assembly, required jigs and fixture to
do assembly

Question 12
There are considerable
assembly information
documents, acceptance test
documents, service bulletins,
temporary revisions,
customer specific documents,
supplier documents which are
critical to receive information
for CMM creation apart from
product definition data
elements.
Next Higher Assembly
References

*did not answer*
Factory procurement details
at times help with the parts
used
ATP, SDD, Assy
DisAssmbly Instruction,
Storage doc etc
Acceptance test procedure
Special process documents
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Participant
Participant 9

Participant 10
Participant 11
Participant 12

Participant 13

Question 11
In Part level you can understand
clearly about that particular part's
details and material which can be
useful in writing repair, cleaning and
check pageblocks.
In assembly level we can how the
part is attached with the other parts
and from notes we could able to
understand about the tolerances if
any and consumables to be used etc.
N/A
*did not answer*
In part level data element it will be
use full in REPAIR section. Where
as the assembly level element will be
used in illustrated parts list and
disassembly and assembly
Similarity
Dimensions and tolerance
Inspection methods

Question 12
Mostly all covered in those
previous datas

NIL
ATP and QTPs , assembly
process sheets
Any business specific rules
and proprietary statements.

Reference CMMs

Differences
Material specs and refinishing details
Participant 14
Participant 15

Participant 16
Participant 18

Participant 19

The protective treatments
None
Similarities: notes, revision notes,
Operation details, installation
general info like title block, tolerance details
details
Differences: BOM, interface details
Part level is a detailed information
but assembly level is only at top
In our company, we concentrate
more on assembly level product
definition data elements rather than
part level. This is because, the CMM
must not talk much about part level
as we create SRM for part level data.
Procedures and individual part
assemblies

ATP, engineering data
Acceptance Test Procedure,
Wiring Diagrams,

We do not create CMMs, but
requires certain items to be
covered in the CMMs for our
use:
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Participant

Participant 20

Question 11

Part level is required for cleaning,
repair, and inspections.
Assembly level is required for
remove/install,
assemble/disassemble,
operational/functional testing

Question 12
Applicability, revision level,
unique tools required...
wiring diagrams, FHA,
SSCP, FTPs,
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APPENDIX D: RESPONSES TO SURVEY QUESTION 13 AND 14

Participant

Participant 1

Industry
sector

Tier 1
Supplier

Question 13

Primary 2D
drawings with
supplemental 3D
Models

Question 14
The current documentation of
customers and organisations are
majorly orientated around 2D
drawings with a lot of
supplemental information text
(Ex: Assembly/Disassembly
instructions, cleaning information,
special tools details, special
procedures, etc...). These critical
information are not in 3D models
yet. The current 3D models are
used as a supporting artifacts from
designers to visualize the
assemblies and components better
and utilize them for illustrations.
The great amount of textual
information are embedded within
2D drawings which is really
critical for CMM creation.
As most of the product definition
data is available on the drawings,
so the 2D/3D drawings are the
main source.
The models are of a added
advantage, as they referred to
understand the product better and
to know how the individual parts
are assembled with each other.

Participant 2

Participant 3

Original
Equipment
Manufacturer
(OEM)
Original
Equipment
Manufacturer
(OEM)

Primary 2D
drawings with
supplemental 3D
Models
Primary 3D
models with
supplemental 2D
drawings

My answer would definitely
change and would lean towards
having 3D models as the primary
source document, if all the product
definition data is captured in the
model.

Yes
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Participant 5

Industry
sector
Original
Equipment
Manufacturer
(OEM)
Original
Equipment
Manufacturer
(OEM)

Participant 6

Tier 1
Supplier

Participant 7

Service
based
company

Participant 8

Original
Equipment
Manufacturer
(OEM)

Participant

Participant 4

Participant 9
Participant
10

Participant
11

Participant
12

Participant
13

Service
based
company
Service
based
company

Question 13
Primary 3D
models with
supplemental 2D
drawings
Primary 3D
models with
supplemental 2D
drawings
Primary 3D
models with
supplemental 2D
drawings
Primary 2D
drawings with
supplemental 3D
Models
Primary 2D
drawings with
supplemental 3D
Models
Primary 2D
drawings with
supplemental 3D
Models

3D models only
Primary 3D
models with
supplemental 2D
drawings

Service
based
company
Original
Equipment
Manufacturer
(OEM)
3D models only
Primary 2D
drawings with
Tier 1
supplemental 3D
Supplier
Models

Question 14

--*did not answer*--

This provides the indepth details
of the components
3D makes the job of illustrator
easy but for author 2 D provides
more detail

Yes
2d drawings will have all the
notes...
From 3d model we can understand
structure how they follow the
assembly and disassembly

Links
3D models will give the full
clarity of the product.

--*did not answer*-Flexibility and easily used across
design and manufacturing . Single
MBD can be used for many
purpose, reduces the paper work...
Generally we get full info from the
2D drawings, in case of complex
assemblies we need 3D models for
better understanding
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Participant
14

Industry
sector
Original
Equipment
Manufacturer
(OEM)

Question 13
Primary 2D
drawings with
supplemental 3D
Models

Participant
15

Original
Equipment
Manufacturer
(OEM)

Primary 3D
models with
supplemental 2D
drawings

Participant
16
Participant
17

Service
based
company
Tier 2
Supplier

Participant
18

Service
based
company

Participant

Participant
19

Participant
20

Original
Equipment
Manufacturer
(OEM)
Original
Equipment
Manufacturer
(OEM)

Primary 3D
models with
supplemental 2D
drawings
2D drawings only

Question 14

Digital... CAD
3D model with all the details fed
into them would be good. This
would be successful only when
this 3d format can be accessed
through any of the commonly
available applications like Adobe
acrobat, instead of needing a
special softwares/expertise.
3D data will help me in creating
the illustrations and understanding
of component build-up and 2D is
just a supplemental data for
reference.

Primary 3D
models with
supplemental 2D
drawings

--*did not answer*-2D diagrams provide explicite
information on many elements like
dimensions, legend and so on in a
very detailed manner as compared
to 3D models. Plus, the user needs
to have extra skills to view these
elements.
3D offers multiple perspectives for
extracting pertinent data. 2D
affords an easy display for
conversion of formats to create
and print.

3D models only

references within the design
environment to the configuration
control environment

Primary 2D
drawings with
supplemental 3D
Models
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APPENDIX E: TRANSCRIBED INTERVIEW NOTES

Interview 01

The interviewee was a technical author cum illustrator at a service based
company. The interviewee mentioned that they used primary 2D drawings and
supplemental 3D models for creating CMMs in their organization. To start the
conversation and to invoke the tacit domain knowledge, the interviewee was first asked to
explain the CMM creation process followed in their organization:
“Generally, in our process we start by the top assembly number for which the
CMM needs to be created. (…) We work on both authoring and illustration of the
CMMs. The top assembly number is queried in the database. The assembly and its
subassemblies files are downloaded and stored on the local drive. First, we start
by creating IPL for the Top-Level assembly. After that we create the IPL for each
of the assemblies and subassemblies. (…) We create the IPLs by seeing the
drawings and referring other drawings based on the drawing numbers. The
models are downloaded from the SmarTeam database for illustrations. We use
CATIA V5 and CATIA Composer for illustration purposes. Based on the IPL the
parts are exploded to create the illustration. (…) The Composer provides us the
options to give the callouts”.
The interviewee was asked if an authoring process backed the above-mentioned
illustration process:
“Yes, we build the complete CMM in Framemaker. The illustrations are saved as
cgm files and imported in the Framemaker. The IPL are initially created in excel
files which will also be incorporated into Framemaker. (…) In our case the
textual information for the CMMs are readily available. The only changes that we
do are for the callouts in the assembly and the disassembly section. The
remaining sections is the same for our CMMs. IPL, assembly and disassembly are
those that change between CMMs. So (…) We change the callouts based on the
illustration and finally the files are exported to PDF”.
With this understanding obtained over the CMM creation process the interviewee
was next asked to explain how product definition elements are consumed in creating the
CMM:
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“The drawing and the models are developed and uploaded into the database by
the designers. We use 3D models for illustrations, (…) the CATproduct files are
downloaded and directly imported into CATIA composer. For us, drawings are
the primary source of information and it is used to create the IPL section of the
CMM. So yeah, the 3D model, drawing views and BOM is important in creating
the IPL. We will also need dimensions and notes for some other sections [in the
CMM]”.
As a follow-up question, the researcher asked, “In your opinion, what product definition
elements are critical in your CMM creation process?”:
“As mentioned, we require the 3D model for illustration. (…) The views are
important in the drawings it helps to decipher the content and understand the
product. The views are created by the designers and we cannot give any
suggestions on the views that are required for us. They keep in mind of the end
user that is manufacturing and we end up using the views that are not meant for
us. Although GD&T is not very important still some sections like Fits and
clearance is concerned with it and we get this [GD&T] from the drawings. BOM
is used in creating IPL and the quantity is important as the quantity in IPL should
match with BOM. There should absolutely be no difference between the two.”

The interviewee was asked to explain how different or similar was the part-level
product definition elements from assembly-level product definition elements in their
CMM creation process:
“Generally, we start with an assembly and illustrate them. We then individually
mark the sub-assemblies and create separate illustrations for them. (…) As for the
part-level, we open only when we have a doubt or if we need more information
about that part. We have part-level drawings and models in our database. The
part number is input in the database and the drawing or model is extracted and
saved in the local drive.”
The interviewee was asked to elaborate more on the circumstances that made
them open part-level drawings/models:
“(…) If we take pump assembly there are parts such as panels and other
plumbing installation parts. Some cases we do not explode all the parts but we
need to understand how that part looks, if we have to give that illustration. (…)
We put that part number in the database and download the part drawing just to
understand. Generally, drawings are used in such cases and not the models.”
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Towards the end, the researcher asked, ‘In your opinion, which format of product
definition supports best in creation of CMMs? and why?’:
“I prefer having primary 2D drawings with 3D models. (…) In my experience, 2D
drawing is always the latest revision and the 3D model is not updated regularly.
If drawings are up to date that doesn’t mean the 3D models are. Suppose the
drawing is in revision D the model can still be in revision B. For small changes,
they do not update the 3D model they directly change the 2D drawings and
provide it to us. (…) We require the latest information to create the CMMs
especially it plays an important role in creating IPL. As such, 2D drawings can be
used to build the IPL and the 3D model for illustrations.”
In the end, the interviewee was asked for final thoughts or if there was something
that had to be added to any of the earlier responses:
“My responses are based on my experience and I have good experience in
illustration. (…) I hope you get more responses that is specific to usage of 3D
models for both authoring and illustration. (…) Also, in my view, in future, only
3D models will speak and probably better than drawing.”
The interviewees’ response was from an illustrators’ perspective and it contained
insightful data. The response will be analysed with other source of data collected in this
research and will be used to present conclusions towards the end.
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Interview 02
The interviewee 02 represented the OEM sector within the aviation domain. The
respondents’ organization primarily used 2D drawings and supplemental 3D models to
create CMMs. The first question posed to the interviewee was intended to understand the
CMM creation process and to invoke the tacit domain knowledge. The interviewee was
asked, “Can you walk me through your CMM creation process?”:
“Basically, we will start working with IPL as it contains more technical
information. Authors will create the IPL by using 2D drawings, BOM, ECOs,
ECRs and other relevant information. Once the IPL is built by the author, the
illustrators start creating the illustrations for IPL. The author parallelly starts
working on other sections of the CMM such as Cleaning, Assembly, Disassembly,
Check, Repair, Testing and Fault Isolation etc. After this, the front matter such as
Introduction, service bulletin, LEP and TOC are completed.”
As a probe, the interviewee was asked to explain the individuals’ role in the above
process:
“I typically perform authoring for the CMMs. Other than the illustrations, all the
sections are completed by the authors. As such the authors are the owners of the
CMM and holds the major stake over the CMM”.
The researcher next asked the interviewee to explain how product definition
elements are consumed in the said CMM creation process:
“I first start with the IPL, to build the IPL I need to understand the component.
Building the IPL involves listing the parts in the disassembly sequence. To
perform this, I need to have access to the 3D model or the actual part in itself to
visualize the [disassembly] sequence. With the drawings, I would look at the views
and BOM to try understand the component. Here we don’t use the 3D models to
build the IPL. We read the drawings, understand the product entirely and create
the parts list. Apart from this, we need the dimensions and notes like (…)
assembling and installing conditions, and these are usually available in the 2D
drawings. 2D drawings are production level drawings and tend to have most of
the information in it. Once I complete the IPL section, I will work on the other
sections of the CMM. The Assembly and Disassembly will be according to the
IPL, I also need the engineering notes or the assembly procedures listed in it to
create these instructions. The torque notes, dimension and other stuff in the
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drawing is needed in creating the remaining sections like Testing and Fault
Isolation, Description operation and other sections.”
With this information obtained, the researcher asked, “In your opinion, what
product definition elements are critical in your CMM creation process?”:
“The 3D model of the top-level assembly can be used by both author and the
illustrator. The model will help the author to visualize the component and the
illustrator to create illustrations. In the drawings, sectional views and different
views helps me to understand the component. A 3D PDF along with the BOM will
be useful as the author can play with the model to understand the disassembly
sequence. We can measure the dimensions in the 3DPDF, if it is required. In
some cases, like in 3DPDF, the model will have the notes in it and upon selection
the particular section for which the note is applicable gets highlighted. Complete
notes and other statements are not available in the model. We have to refer
drawings or other documents for testing methods, surface finish notes, and for
electrostatic condition.”
The interviewee was asked to explain how different or similar was the part-level
product definition elements from assembly-level product definition elements in their
CMM creation process:
“We rely almost entirely on assembly-level drawings to create the CMMs. The
CMMs are basically created for the top-level assembly and does not capture
much of the part-level information in it. At the assembly-level drawings we need
the detailed views and assembled views to build the IPL. Apart from this, BOM,
engineering notes and dimensions of the product are required. Part-level drawing
is just used to understand and view the part in order to visualize it in the overall
product. The part-level also contains the views and engineering note that are
sometimes required. But the assembly-level drawings provide us clarity and also
helps in visualizing how the component looks like.”
Next, the researcher asked, “In your opinion, which format of product definition
supports best in creation of CMMs? and why?”:
“Having 2D drawing as primary and 3D model as secondary source is the best
format. The 3D models make the illustrators life easy but the author need to rely
on the information currently available in the drawing to complete the entire
CMM. Of course, if the model is provided the author will be able to understand it
[component] better, else there would be a need to view the physical model. If only
3D models are given, some might find it challenging to understand the component
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as the author needs to rotate, zoom-in, zoom-out to obtain clarity. Provided if all
the information is available in the 3D model, I don’t mind using them.”
With all pre-determined question been answered, the interviewee was asked to
provide any final thoughts or statement that had to be added to any of the previous
responses:
“Most people are still using 2D drawings to create the content for the manuals.
The work you are doing is futuristic. Legacy [data/manuals] is a huge issue and is
a challenge to move from 2D to only 3D model. I feel this [research findings] can
be easily applied to any new platforms.”
While the first interview helped to understand the perspective of an illustrator,
this interview helped understanding the technical authors perspective. The data provided
by the interviewee was highly informative and detailed to an extent. The responses would
be used to draw inferences in the next chapter.
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Interview 03

The interviewee works for an OEM, holding the position of technical manager in
their technical publication team. The OEM represented by the interviewee was not
involved in creation of CMMs but were involved in using the content of the CMM that is
provided by their vendor. This presented a unique case where the participant claimed to
have prior experience, but currently was not involved in creation of CMMs. Given the
nature of experience the interviewee possessed, the interview questions were framed in a
generic fashion to get insights on the overall technical publication process followed in
their organization. The researcher first asked the interviewee to elaborate on how CMMs
were used in their organization:
“The CMMs are usually from the vendors for the vendor parts. In other words, we
don’t build engines, it is built by [vendor 1] or [vendor 2], (…) they provide that
[CMM] information. When we do our first aircraft, we are doing some first
manuals to prepare for certification. We will extract that CMM data, hopefully it
is more than what we ask for, but it is not the case always. (…) We extract that
data and include in manuals to begin with. After that the vendors send us every
CMM that get revised and we will notify the technical authors to revise our
manuals to make sure we are up to date. So yeah, we don’t create any CMMs
because for us it always comes from the vendors. The vendors create their own
CMM. (…) We do maintain a CMM library where everybody can go to refer for
changes to ensure that we have up-to-date information in our manuals. So, we do
retain them but we do not create them.”
The researcher then asked the interviewee to explain the manual creation process
followed in their organization:
“Once we build our basic issue, like our first aircraft manual. It is pretty good,
but usually engineering holds off till the end and makes some changes after
certification. Which is when they authorize it as good. So, we have a system
internally, this works two ways that is somebody is looking through the manual, it
could be a customer or an internal employee. (…) Usually this is internal (…) and
feels like we have to make a change to the manual. Within the manual they can
click on a page and it is all editable pdf, the individual gets a form where he can
mention the change that needs to be made. (…) It also allows to attach documents
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such as ECR or CRs to it. This information flows down into our system and I
have a system administrator who puts all those in our system. (…) All our
supervisors take those changes and submit it to the individual writers. We have
groups of writers to do Powerplant, structure, avionics (…) or whatever. This is
the part of our revision process. But aside from this, we also get weekly updates
from engineers. We have our system linked to the engineering so when the
engineers push the ECOs or ECRs, we implement them in the manuals. So, we are
handling changes that arise not only internally but also from floor that aren’t
necessarily engineering. We have systems that feed us as we progress through the
revision cycles”.
The process explained by the interviewee seemed to be in the context of a
document revision cycle and not one on document creation. However, it was interesting
to understand the perspective of a manual revision process followed in the Industry. As
the interviewees’ organization was not involved in creation of CMMs, the researcher
decided to ask the interviewee to explain how the product definition elements are
consumed to create the manuals:
“A lot of our input comes from the engineering that is in 3D models and we also
have definitions that exists in SmarTeam. We have a PLM group, (…) the product
lifecycle management group. They do a lot of work on 3D model, they track the
models like how we track the manuals. For one program, we needed the models to
be converted, i.e., to have the CATIA models converted and put in our systems.
(…) They ensure that the models and drawings are tracked throughout the
lifecycle of the aircraft and is archived. They maintain the SmarTeam and that is
where we get the data from. (…) The other part of this is that once we get a
change through ECOs or ECRs. We make those changes in our manual as a draft
and send it for review to the person who submitted it [ECOs or ECRs]. Or we
may send it to the generic engineering or maintainability team for their review.
Sometimes we may actually go to the floor and see the technician doing task and
document it in the manuals. So, there is different forms of data that we get to
update the manuals. (…) We don’t need all the information from the 3D model.
When we first started using models in 2010, we approached a vendor who could
simplify the 3D model for us. We could take the model, strip a lot of data that we
didn’t need. We just needed to know some parts, we stripped the tolerances and
some other stuff. From there we were able to take those simplified models and use
them to show some animated procedures in IETM”
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The interviewee mentioned that 3D model in primary form and 2D drawing in
supplemental form was the best format to create manuals. The researchers asked the
interviewee to explain the reason behind this choice:
“Not everybody has the latest technology. From our company perspective, we are
a global OEM having sites in multiple locations, (…) part of it is communication.
The good thing about 3D is that visually showing something internationally is
easy compared to writing in English. An animated 3D model coming apart that is
having the part number listed is easy to show visually and internationally and
there is no language barrier. So, (…) that is the advantage of 3D. On the other
hand (…), the disadvantage of 3D, even with latest software and technology we
still have people who like to see it on paper and mark it up. Like one of the input,
i.e., wiring diagram, they want to print it out, take the yellow marker and follow
the line (…). We do have a system, that colors the line selected and allows the
user to follow it. However, some of the old people still like it on the paper. (…) As
far as the usage, it seems to be easy to use 3D as you can simulate it, rotate it
around but most people don’t have that technology.”
The interviewee was now asked for final thoughts and was provided an
opportunity to add or summarize the response:
“The industry is really changing (…). Probably in the next five years we will be
placing the manuals on the aircraft, embedded in its mainframe. Again, this is in
the context of flight crew manuals and not maintenance manuals. (….) Because of
the technology we can have lot more things interactive with 3D and animations.
(…) The whole industry is changing from a user type manual to more interactive
type environment. There is lot of feedback and a lot of conclusions made before
you go through people and emails. You can almost solve it yourself by using what
technology is available. But in all of these we still have 2D drawings.”
Though the researcher was unable to fetch much data specific to CMMs or the
research question, yet the interviewees’ insights were useful to understand the technical
publication process followed in the industry. Any data, from the interview that is deemed
relevant to the research will be used to build conclusions in the next chapter.
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Interview 04

The fourth and the final interview was with a technical chief officer. The
interviewee worked within the technical publication department of a large OEM. As
always, the interviewee was asked to explain the CMM creation process followed in their
organization:
“We are involved in creating various manuals including the Component
Maintenance Manual for all our products. (…) We are using CATIA V6 platform
and we have moved to Digital Product Definition. In other words, within CATIA
V6 there will be a geometric solid part object with associated properties and (…)
it also has inspection and reference notes. So, we would have it all viewed in the
CATIA environment. In some cases, we would have it [Digital Product Definition]
further elaborated in our configuration management system, i.e., Enovia. (…) The
technical writers use the model and other associated properties from Enovia to
create CMMs. The part definitions are within CATIA and configuration
management is within Enovia. (…) We use the part definition file for things like
geometry, damage limits, repair and tolerances. There will also be additional
notes that are associated with the part, i.e., the DPD data, some cases it would be
referred within CATIA and some cases it would be referred within Enovia. This
provides us information about the part and the installation within the overall
assembly (…) for which the CMM needs to be created.”
The interviewee was next asked to elaborate how the product definition elements
are consumed to create the CMMs:
“When we are writing the manuals, we have to deal with the part-level data
which is the design data and then we have to deal with assembly-level data which
is how you assemble the parts together. We also have to deal with standard
practices which is how you actually create procedures. We need all three of those.
(…) and then the CMM also includes also includes other procedures like Fault
Isolation procedures and theory of operation, (…) also we talk about service,
testing components after their repair and before being integrated into the aircraft.
So, we are not only looking at design, assembly, standard practices but we are
also looking at functional test plans, FHAs, system specific certification plan, and
other engineering documents that provide this information. (…) Most of these
engineering documents that goes with the configuration are controlled within
Enovia”.
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The researcher next asked, “In your opinion, what product definition elements are
critical in your CMM creation process?”:
“In the list that was provided in the survey, I felt two or three items that were not
important. In some aspect, all the remaining elements are required to create the
CMM. However, one thing that did seem to be missing was the context of
installation notes within the assembly”.
The interviewee was asked to explain more about this to understand and obtain
clarity on it:
“when you are actually doing the assembly that is after the part is designed based
on the design requirements. It is the functionality within the assembly that calls
out other instructions that we put into DPD. These are not necessarily associated
with the individual part but exists due to relationship between multiple parts in
the assembly”.
The interviewee was then asked if that information would exist at a part-level or
at an assembly-level of the DPD:
“Today, it is in DPD but there is no clean one to one correspondence between the
DPD and the individual parts. There are individual parts with associated
properties with it and there is DPD that is attachments within the CATIA
environment. It shows relationships, installation instruction, tolerances and
torqueing values for different hardware”.
This was interesting to know that some of the elements were added as attachments to the
3D model.
The interviewee was next asked to explain the similarities or differences between
the part-level and the assembly-level product definition elements in the context of their
CMM creation process:
“For example, when you are building assembly there might be a necessity to
apply lubricant on a railing or something. There exists ambiguity as to where that
information should reside, whether at part or an assembly. (…) These information
support writing the installation instructions and as said it becomes ambiguous to
find that, if you are maintaining a strict part-level definition. It could be in the
bushing, railing or the flange. This information should be listed at an assemblylevel.”
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Finally, the interviewee was asked, “which format of product definition supports
best in creation of CMMs?”. The interviewee mentioned that the format of having only
3D models supports the best in creation of CMMs. The researcher then asked the
interviewee to elaborate more on the choice that was made:
“The downside of the 2D drawing is that the data cannot be easily used to convert
to another format. Whereas, if you have a 3D model you can use it in all aspects
of our work. In technical publication, (…) it can be a part of the breakout of a
part which is shown removed in an IPB. (…) It can be shown within the
description and operation. We can use it in different ways with different angles.
We create a lot of different products and having the 3D Geometry gives us the
flexibility to include them without having to model it ourselves. (…) Having the
3D model is very valuable.”
In the end, the interviewee was asked if there was something that had to be added
to any of the responses or if there were any final thoughts:
“Even for a very simplistic technical publication, if you look at the work that is
done; there is a lot of information that goes into it that comes from different
sources. It is nice to have a one to one correspondence between the part, the
assembly and all the information that you need for that, but there are different
levels that you are dealing with. (…) Authoring, revising and maintaining that
information makes the correspondence difficult. (…) there are information that
are post design analysis which does not exists at a part-level. These are the
information that are required specific to the Tech Pubs. As they are not contained
at a part-level, when the design gets changed; though most of the design remains
the same, those information change and we often loose the continuity. So,
inserting the other information in to the DPD at the part-level, those other than
design information, is definitely beneficial.”
As the interviewees’ organization used only 3D model to create CMMs, this
interview provided a different perspective from the rest of the interviews. An interesting
observation made was that though only 3D model was used for creation of the CMMs,
yet not all the product definition was contained in the 3D model, some were maintained
in their configuration environment.
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APPENDIX F: MEMOS

1. Interview 01 Memo
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2. Interview 02 Memo
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3. Interview 04 Memo
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APPENDIX G: INTERVIEW DATA ANALYSIS – CODING

1. Organizing the data based on the coding categories – Core Elements
(where, IV = Interviewee)
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2. Organizing the data based on the coding categories – Peripheral Elements

3. Other elements that emerged during the interview conversation.
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4. Deep-dive to identify different elements within each group. (where, IV – Interviewee)

5. List of product definition elements that is compiled after performing coding analysis
on transcribed interview notes.

